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COLLISION KILLS
FIVE AND

ft

Many Others Freight Dashes
into Rear of Express Train

POWERFUL

--

IB.

Massachusetts.

LAST CAR OF WHICH HELD

EUPLOYESJF

1

E

Al! Missing In

the Great Buffalo

Fire Have Now Been
counted For.

Ac-

Stieiburne Falls. Mass., Jan. 29.
In a collision between an express
train and an extra freight, on the
Fltchburg division of the Boston &
Maine railroad, at South River today,
Ave of the employes of the railroad
were killed and several more were In
Jured. No passengers were hurt. The
rolling stock was badly smashed and
traffic greatly delayed.
Ah the express was running at the
usual speed, the signal whistle was
blown and the express came to a
sudden stop. While a brakeman was
endeavoring to place the signals behind the train, the freight came
along and crashed into the rear of
the express. The rear car was a dead
head coach in which were several em
ployea, and these were the ones kill
ed and injured.
Later: The injured Included rail
road employes and several passen
Iters, one of the latter seriously.
ALL

bodies have been

GOT FKOM BUFFALO FIKE
body of
Buffalo, Jan. 29. The

Stephen J. Megan, one of the three
rtremen caught by the falling walls in
yesterday's fire, was found early to
day.
The' body, which. had been
frozen aolldlu into the debris, was
badly crushed and battered.
The bodies of Lieut. James Naugh-to- n
and Pipeman John J. Hinkey
have been recovered. All the miss
ing are now accounted for.
CARNATION DAY IS

memohy

of Mckinley

Washington, Jan. 29. This Is the
h
anniversary of the birth
of William McKlnley. As such annl
verrary and as "Carnation Day" It
is being generally observed In the
Government offi
national capital.
cials, members of congress and prl
vate citizens are wearing the late
president's favorite flower. President
Roosevelt had on his desk a great
vase of fine carnations, and a similar
hunch adorned the desk of Secretary
Loeb. The members of the cabinet
each wore a carnation as they appear
ed at the cabinet meeting.
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Mileage
They Control.
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Speclul Correspondence.
Washington, Jan. 29. The most
powerful man In Washington more
powerful even that President Roose
velt In theory if not In fact Is Mar
tin A. Knapp, chairman of the Interstate Commerce commission.
He is the man who heads the bu
reau which puts the screws upon tha
greatest and most powerful aggregat
tion of capital in the United States
the railways. The revenues of the
American railways are greater than
the revenues of the government. The
word of Chairman Knapp affects rail
way commerce from Maine to San
Diego, and from Alaska to the Florida keys.
When the subject of increased pow
er for the Interstate Commerce com
mission was first broached, a score
of railway experts, before the senat
de
orial committee on commerce,
clared that any such law as proposed
would create a bureau more powerful
than all the other departments of
government combined. Its validity
has not been questioned since Ha) passage. Therefore, it may be assumed
that, for the time being, the commis
sion Is wielding the gigantic power
to which the railway experts referred.
There is nothing terrifying In the
appearance of the man who heads the
Interstate Commerce commission. He
Is not large In stature, nor fierce in
utterance.
If he had lived In the
age of chivalry the age of brawn
and beef he would probably have
had his brains knocked out long since.
He is hardly more than five feet high
and would tip the scales at about
100 pounds.
His strength Is all pure
brains.
Somewhat Modest.
Chairman Knapp is modest to the
point of shyness.
"The other members of the com
mission are magnificent men," said

IN-

-

Special to The Evening Ciizen.
Santa Fe, N. M , Jan. 29. Both
houses of the legislature are In ad
journment until tomorrow morning,
when they will reconvene, after short
morning sessions.
Several bills were introduced in th
council this morning, the chief bein
a bill to tax Pullmans and tourist
ears, introduced by Mr. Sargent. The
bill provides that Pullmans be assess
able at $6,000 each and tourists at
12,000, the rate being $2 per hundred
Penalties are also provided for false
returns by the companies.
The bill
provides for the disposition of the
One-hataxes collected as follows:
to the general purpose fund of New
Mexico and the balance to the gen
trial fund of the counties in which
the cars are operated. It was re
ferred to the committee on railroads,
President Spies announced the fol
lowing committee on county lines
Dalles, chairman; Murray, Martinez,
Stockton, Duncan and Cameron.
contains the names of nearly every
one interested directly in county dt
vislton and the formation of ne
counties.
Dalles Introduced council bill No.
12, providing that all sugar refineries,
woolen mills, smelters and certain Ir
rigatlon projects be exempt from tax
stion for six years after erection of
buildings, to encourage capital.
Referred to the committee on territorial
p flairs.
Houm resolution No. 3, in the
council, was referred to the Judiciary
committee, following a dispute as to
its form.
This is the resolution by
Beach to provide legislators with official roBter and carrying an appropriation of $100 for that purpose.
In the house, four bills were introduced, one being by Hudspeth, to
regulate railroad fare, ami for other
purposes.
Three were by Hoyt.
The first, an
.tit to amend sections of compiled
1897,
regarding territorial
laws of
the second, to amend seccompiled
laws of 1&97,
tions of tha
relative to combines and trade monopolies, and the third was an act to
:..nienl ttections of the tame laws regarding 'he fees of notaries public,
lf

Stocks,
Bonds.
$1,329,283,600
1,295. 425,568
1.987,812.4001
1, 790,662. S00
1,300.423.000
804,241.200
531.595,713
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Government Work But
Charge Their Full Regular Price.

t
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HARRIMAN ROADS GET

COAL FROM AUSTRALIA
ruary. 1897, and again by President
Roosevelt In December, 1902.
Mr. Knapp was born in Onondaga-countNew York, on November 6, Atchison Stockholders to Meet to
1843. His parents were farmers in
Vote $98,000,000 of New
comfortable circumstance, and young
Knapp o uained a good education
Bond Issue.
academic, college and In the law,
without any of the struggle which
are the boast of some self-mamen.
Omaha, Jan. 21. Tha Union Facino and Northwestern railroads have
refused to make special rates to the
government for the shipment of sol
diers en route to the Philippines, to
Yesterday
and from San Francisco.
bids were opened at Omaha for tha
transportation of 600 men and S00
horses, and a large amount of equip
ment, from Forts Robinson and Rot
Only tha Unsell to San Francisco.
ion Pacific and the Northwestern bid.
and both bids were for regular full
rates. The railroad officials say that
the government will secure no more
cheap fares.
y,

.
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OFFICIAL DOINGS COUNT TOLSTOI
MARTIN

A.

KNAPP, PRESIDENT OF THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE
WHO HAS THE P.AILROADS UNDER HIS THUMB

COMMISSION,

Chairman Knapp, when threatened
with a write-u"Go to them. Bee
Judge Clements. One of the finest
minds I ever met. Go to Judge
Prouty. He is wonderfully informed,
and has a way of putting any subject that Is most clear and convincing. Or take some of our new men,
Mr. Clark Is a distinct acquisition.
The way he goes to work Is worthy
of all praise. And Mr. Harlan a
big, sturdy fellow nnd with a mind
In
keeping with his frame can
work day and night. And Mr. Lane,
hona fine, aggressive,
est man. I tell you, I am proud of
the commission. There is no need
for centerlngon me. I am Just going along, laying out work and writing orders and opinions, and trying
to get the law Into working shape."
But the fact Temalns that Chairman Knapp Is looked up to by his
as the final
fellow commissioners
authority on all questions that are
intricate.
Judge Knapp has been commissioner for something over seventeen
years, A large part of the present
p.

clear-heade-

d,

IN NATION'S

IS DYING IT

law was drafted by his hand. His
Judgment as to legal forms was ac
cepted by the president as final.
He I a Master.
The secret of Chairman Knupp's
success, if there in any secret In It,
Is summed up In the ona phrase: In
terest In his work. Ha is bound up
soul and body In it. He has ho other Curtis of Kansas Takes His French Bishops Have Made
interests. He is a widower. He lives
alone, and works. He reads and
New Proposition to Their
Seat In United States
studies and thinks. He has mastered
the principles and the technique of
Government.
Senate as Member.
the subject. He knows the language
of the traffic world, and can talk the
tongue of the traffic expert: he knows
REVOLT BRAKES OUT IN
the law of railway matters, and can HOUSE COMMITTEE VOTES
quote the supreme court's utterances
on every phase of the problem. He
knows the personnel of the great rail
THE DUTCH EAST INDIES
SERVICE PENSION BILL
way world, and can call the chiefs
and
all by name. He
knows the physical properties of the
entire railway network, and the mysateries of their business and their fi- Livingston Says Cotton People Naptha Workers Strike in Russinance. And he knows the ins and
Prey of Speculators
More Trouble In Vene- the
Are
outs of their efforts to evade the law
'"
In the Staple.
and Increase their power and wealth.
zuela.
Martin A. Knapp Is a student

CAPITAL

IS WIRED

sub-chie- fs

The outh of
today to Sen-ato- r.
Curtis, of Kansas. " Curtis, besides being elected to the full term,
beginning March 4 next, also was
term
elected to fill the unexpired
caused by the resignation of
Burton. His Immediate predecessor was Senator Bronson, whose
term expired when Curtis took the
oath of office.
Washington. Jan.

28.

oltioe was administered

WHAT A SALTON SEA COULD DO FOR
ALL OUR GREAT SOUTHWEST LAND

HOUSE COMMITTEE FAVORS
ALL THE OLD SOLDIERS.
Washington. Jan. 29. By unanimous vote of the house committees
on pensions and Invalid pensions, uct-iu- g
as one committee, the McCumber
service pension bill was favorably
The
reported to the house today.
bill provides that all veterans of the
who
1861,
Mexican war or the war of
are 62 years of age, may have pensions of $12 a month; veterans 70
years of ago are given 15, and $20 a
month Is granted to veterans over 75
years of age.

Form New Puget Sound as Large as Lake Ontario With Ocean Connection
and Many Flourishing Cities, Says 0. E. Cromwell.

ATLANTIC CUV, N. J., JAN. 21. A BILL II AS BE EX KEIOltTED TO THE SENATE FROM THE
ON ARID LANDS AUTHORIZING THE EXPENDITURE OF $2,000,00(1 POR THE CONFINEMENT
OF THE COLORADO RIVER WITHIN ITS BANKS, AND PREVENT ITS OVERI
INTO THE K ALTON
BASIN, AND THUS SAVE FROM INUNDATION THE ARABLE LANDS IN THE IMPERIAL VALLEY.
WHILE AT FIRST SIGHT THIS SEEMS A MOST PRAISEWORTHY OBJECT, AND NO IMIUBT HAS SO
APPEARED TO THE PRESIDENT, AND MANY OTHERS. VERY FEW SEEM TO HAVE GIVEN ANY
THOUGHT TO THE OTHER SIDE OF THIS OUESTION. AND THE GREAT BENEFITS TIIVT HAVE ENSUED, AND WILL CONTINUE TO ENSUE, SHOULD THE COLORADO RIVER BE ALLOW ED TO CONTINUE
TO FILL THIS BASIN TO THE SEA'LEVEL AND THEN CUT A CONNECTION I 'OR ITSELF TO THE GULF
OF CALIFORNIA. THERE ARE A FEW EXCEITIONs TO THE INDIFFERENT MAJORITY, NOTABLY MR.
BIRD, OF THE SOGALES OASIS, WHO HAS IN HIS PAPER PRESENTED HIS VIEW OF THE MATTER.
BRIEFLY STATED, THIS MOULD GIVE A LARGE AREA OF NAVIGABLE WATER, AND IF THE CONNECTION TO THE GULF OF CALIFORNIA WERE DEEPENED SUFFICIENTLY TO PERMIT NAVIGATION BY
CRAFT, THE UNITED STATES WOULD THEN HAVE UPON' ITS SOUTHWESTERN BORDER A
SEAPORT OR SEAl"ORTS WHICH IT FAILED TO GET BY THE GADSDEN TREATY, AND THE PAYMENT
THIS WAS THE MAIN OBJECT OF THE GADSDEN PIRCIIASE, BUT THROUGH SOME'
OF $15,000,000.
ERROR THE BOUNDARY LINE PASSED ABOUT THIRTY MILES TO THE NORTH OF THE HEAD OF THE
WAS WORTH $15,000,000 IN IH.VI. WHAT WOULD
GULF. IF A IH)RT ON THE GULP OF Clll'ORN
SUCH A IORT BE WORTH NOW?
IF THE COLORADO CONTINUES TO FLOW INTO. AMI ENLARGE THE SALTON SEA. IT W ILL
BRING INTO EXISTENCE A BODY OF WATER As LARGE AS LAKE ONTARIO, AND ABOUT 270 FEET
DEEP. THIS WOULD FORM ANOTHER PUGET SOUND IN THE SOUTHWEST, RIVALING THAT GREAT
BODY OF WATER IN THE NORTHW EST, AND UPON ITS SHORES WOULD GROW GREAT CITIES LIKE
SEATTLE AND TACOMA, AND THERE WOULD BE THE TERMINI OF SEVERAL
WOULD NOT ONE SUCH CITY MAKE AMPLE AMENDS FOR THE U)SS OF THE IMPERRAILROADS.
IAL VALLEY?
ALREADY 4M SQUARE MILES OF THE BED OF THE SALTON BASIN HAS BEEN COVERED BY
THE WATERS OF THE COLOR IM TO A DEPTH OF SIXTY FEET, AND THIS AREA AFFORDS SUFFICIENT EVAIORATING SURFACE IN THAT DRY AND THIRSTY CLIMATE TO GREATLY MODIFY THE
ARIDITY OF NEW MEXICO. I HAVE LIVED IN THAT TERRITORY, AND BEEN FAMII.IUl WITH ITS
CLIMATE FOR ABOUT THIRTY YEARS. AND IN ALL THAT TIME I HAVE NEVER KNOWN SO GREAT
A RAINFALL AS HAS PREVAILED IN NEUr MEXICO FOR THE PAST THREE YEARS; I II VE KNOWN
PERIODS OF SEVERAL MONTHS' DURATION, DI KING WHICH THERE HAS BEEN A VERY SATISFACAS THREE YEARS.
THE PRESTORY AMOUNT OF PRECIPITATION, BUT NEVER LASTING AS
ENT RAINS BEGAN AT ABOUT THE TIME WHEN THE WATERS FROM THE OVERFLOW PRESENTED A
SUFFICIENTLY LARGE SURFACE TO CAUSE A GREAT DEAL OF EVAPORATION, AND IS
WITH THE SPREADING AREA OF THE SALTON SEA.
I RELIEVE THIS IS NO MERE
IT IS, OF COURSE, IMPOSSIBLE TO TRACE THE
E V A I 0 R AT I O N OF AN ATOM OF WATER FROM THE SURFACE OF HIE SALTON SEA. AND FOLLOW IT
UNTIL IT FALLS AS RAIN UPON THE ARID PLAIN'S OF NEW MEXICO, BUT I AM SURE THIS RAIN-FALWILL GROW LESS, AND FINALLY CEASE ALTOGETHER IP THE OVERFLOW OF THE COLO.
RA1M) RIVER WAS STOPPED, AND THE SALTON SEA ALLOWED TO DRY UP.
IF THE AVERAGE
RAINFALL OF THE PAST FEW YEARS IS PERMITTED 1X CONTINUE, THE PRODUCTIVE VALUE OF
NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA WOULD BE MANY TIMES GREATER EVERY YEAR THAN THE VALUE
OF THE IMPROVEMENTS ON ALL THE FARMS THAT WOULD BE DESTROYED BY THE OVERFIiOW.
HI RING THE PAST YEAR THERE HAS BEEN A TREMENDOUS INFLUX OF NEW SETTLERS INTO
NEW MEXICO. THE INCREASE IS ESTIMATED BY SOME NEWSPAPERS TO HAVE BEEN $0,000, OR A
THIRD OF THE PREVIOUS POPULATION. THIS MAY BE AN OVERESTIMATE, BUT PRESUMING THE
INCREASE WAS NO MORE THAN 60,000, THESE NEW PEOPLE ARE ALMOST WITHOUT EXCEPTION
ENGLISH-SPEAKINNATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES.
THEY HAVE BEEN TEMPTED HITHER BY
THE IMPROVED CLIMATIC CONDITIONS, AND ARE BEGINNING TO CULTIVATE THE SOIL WITHOUT
IRRIGATION. WITH THE
DRY FARMING METHOD, THERE IS HARDLY ANY PLACE IN
NEW MEXICO WHERE GOOD CHOI'S CANNOT BE RAISED. AND THE PRESENT RAINFALL IS SURE
TO INCREASE WITH THE INCREASING SURFACE OF THE SALTON SEA.
IF THE PRESENT AMOUNT
OF PRECIPITATION CAN BE M AINTAINED, AND I'OSSIBLY INCREASED, THE MATERI L BENEFIT TO
THIS TERRITORY AT LARGE WOULD BE BEYOND COMPUTATION, AND THE SAME MAY BE SAID OF
ARIZONA.
DOUBTLESS THE NEXT SEASON WILL SEE A GREATLY INCREASED IMMIGRATION. WILL IT NOT
BE A GREAT MISFORTUNE TO DESTROY THE LIVELIHOOD OF THIS LARGE AND INCRE SING l'OPl .
LATION BY STOPPING THE FORMATION OF THIS INLAND SEA, AND THUS CUTTING OFF THE SOURCE
COM-MITTE- E

man and Tourist Cars.
Early Adjournment Taken.

appoint-

ment by President Harrison to the
Interstate
Commerce Commission
came to him unsolicited and as an
entire surprise. He waa then practicing law In Syracuse, N. T. He had
served In that town for six years aa
corporation counsed, an appointive
office.
He was reappointed commissioner by President Cleveland In Feb

T RODUCED

Among Them One to Tax Pull

21.12
17,631
25.215
23.544
18,136
20.000
13.890

rather than a politician. His

BESIDES GIVING NEW MEXICO AND ARIZONA ABUNDANCE OF RAIN AND CROPS

TODAY

Capitalists
Vanderbllts
Pennsylvania
Harrlman
Morgan.
Gould
Mnores
Rockefeller

Hill-Morg-

sixty-fourt-

MANY BILLS

RATES

A LITTLE MAN, MARTIN A. KNRPP

Itftlttfttiit ttl
Tlie
best
endorsement of
Chairman Knapp's fidelity to tlie
Interests of the people as op
railway
ImhhhI to tlie powerful
Intercut wis the concentrated
effort of all the railroads to
Ills removal by legislation
abolishing tlie commission.

III

GIANTS THAT MUST SOW TO

so-cu-rt-

COMPANY

Tha Evening Cltlien, In Advaaoe, (ft per year.
Delivered by Carrlera, M cants per me irth.

PUTTING SCREWS TO RAILROADS RAILROADS

--

In

f

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY EVENING. JANUARY 29. 1907.

ITTLE CHAIRMAN OF THE IX- TKIISTATK COMMERCE
KNOWING THE MYSOF THE RAILROAD
TERIES
MOST
BUSINESS,
BECOMES
POWERFUL MAN IV

HURTS

iff

'

OF GEORGIA,
LOOKS INTO COTTON.
Washington, Jan. 2. Representative Livingston, of Georgia, appeared
before the house committee on Interstate and foreign commerce today.
and urged favorable action on his
resolution providing for investigation
by the department of commerce and
lubor of the fluctuations In the cotton market, with the particular object of ascertaining whether such
fluctuations have resulted from the
character of contracts of the alleged
sales and deliveries made upon the
ExtenNew York cotton exchange.
sive dealings in futures whs denounced by Livingston, who said that cotton growers and spinners were at the
mercy of the speculator.
LIVINGSTON,

SEA-GOIN- G

PKESl DENT APPOINTS
TWO POSTMASTERS.
Washington, Jan. 29. The prest dent sent to the senate today the fol- lowing nominations:
Postmasters C. O. Mullin, Tempe,
Ariz.; W. D. Williams, Fowler, Colo.
Tajluue, Wm. I.
New Mexico:
Dow, in the place of K. A. Dow.

L

L

G

OF RAINFALL?
WOULD IT NOT BE BETTER FOR THE GENERAL GOVERNMENT TO USE THE APPROPRIATION
ASKED FOR TO STOP THE OVERFLOW OF THE COLORADO RIVER, IN REIMBURSING THE PEOPLE
OF THE IMPERIAL VALLEY FOR THEIR LOSSES. AND THI S CONSERVE THE GREATEST ,OOI OF
THE GREATEST NUMBER?
O. E. CROMWELL.

'

STILL ONLY EIGHT IN
THE THAW TRIAL JURY
the
New York, Jan. 29. When
morning session of the Thaw trial
was ended today there remained but
two vacant chairs In the Jury tpx
and the Impression prevailed that fhe
completed Jury might be expected
before tonight. All the Thaw family
were again In court today, and there
was no evidence of friction between
any of the members. This afternoon
two of the Jurors were excused, reducing the number to eight.
This action was announced after a
participated
conference, in which
tlie attorneys for the defense, Dls-- I
trlct Attorney Jerome and Justice
Fitzgerald. The reasons for th step
were by agreement not made public,
They are said to have been of a
bUHines.s nature.
slIONTS IS BACK AND
CM. IX ON PRESIDENT
Washington, Jan. 29.
Chairman
Shonts pf the Isthmian canal commls- -'
slon, returned today after an absence
of about ten days In the west. He
immediately culled on the president
by appointment.

HARRIMAN COMPELLED TO
BUY COAL IN AUSTRALIA.
Omaha, Jan. 29. The Harrlman
roads are buying coal In Australia
and shipping In to the United States.
.
an .urn iuvviiiuiiicd.
a "
"
cost in Australia Is $10 on the docks,
and this Is Increased by the time it
reaches Pan Francisco. But so scarce
are freight cars and motive power
upon the Harrlman roads that It la
warranted In paying the price rather
than to take the equipment from the
regular traffic and devote it to the
coal business.
In Wyoming the great cool camps
of the Union Pad no are at a standstill. Fire at the Cumberland mines
prevents work, and the No.'i mine at
Rock Springs, which produced ' 1,000
tons dally, has closed for lack of machinery. The railroad Is short nearly
2,000 tons dally from that field alone.
The Importations from, Australia will
continue until the famine is over.
--

,.-.-

.Stockholm,
Sweden, Jan. 29. A
dlspatoh to the Dngblad, from St.
Petersburg, says that Count Tolstoi, ATCHISON STOCKHOLDERS
WILL MEET TOMORROW.
novelist and social reformer. Is dying;
'Topeka,' Jan. 29. A meeting of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
CHURCH PROPOSES NEW
will be held In Topeka,
COMPROMISE ON HOUSES stockholders
Wednesday for the purpose of authParis, Jan. 29. The proposition, orizing
a $98,000,000 bond Issue, for
which the French bishops, with the
approval of the Pope, now submit to
me government seems to oner tne A MILLION SALMON
first real prospect of adjustment of
EGGS FOR MAINE.
the conflict between the church and
Bangor, Me., Jan. 29 1.120,000
state, under the separation regime.
- r. r.
1.1, i.TTti iiviii
ii
While It Involves a material modifica- the Craig Brook government
hatchery
tion of the position taken In the lust at East Orland tor the Little Spring
papal encyclical, the proposition put 11 rook hatchery on the Penohscott,
forward has all the appearances of West Branch about fifteen miles from
an ultimatum. Whether the govern- Stacyvllle. These eggs were taken
ment will accept a settlement based from river salmon caught In the weirs
upon an adequate recognition of the at Bucksport and other places
down
hierarchy, remains to be seen. The the
vvnen
last summer.
the
contract which the bishops have sub- eggs river
are hatched and ready to leave
mitted provides for a virtual lease of the swamping beds they will be
the churches In perpetuity to the Par- "planted" In the head waters of the
ish priests by the mayors.
Peiiobscott nnd the lakes and ponds
of northern Maine.
NATIVES TOOK UP ARMS
IV THE ISLAND OF JAVA
BUBONIC PLAGUE IS
Amsterdam, Jan. 29. A serious
RAPIDLY SPREADING.
revolt has broken out in the provRio de Janeiro, Jan. 29. The buince of Kedirl, Island of Java. Dutch bonic plague Is spreading
at an
East Indies, according to a dispatch alarming rate.
Up to the present
received here today from Batavla. It there are sixty cases and fourteen
is stated here that 800 natives have deaths.
Yellow fever has ulso made
taken up arms and that many Dutch its appearance
and several deuths
officials and their adherents have from leprosy ure reported. The bubeen killed or wounded. The vice bonic plague was brought into this
governor of the province is said to be country by a number of coolies on a
among the woum'ed and the chief of British tramp steamship. They went
police is reported killed.
shipped In Bombay. All steps are
being taken hy the sanitary authoriTHOUSAND
WORKERS
SEVEN
ties to stop Hi.- - spread of the diWAGES
STRIKE FOR MORE
seases.
29.
Seven
Iluku, Russia, Jan.
thousand employes of the Naptha
works struck today for higher wages. SECRET MEETING FOUND
AND MANY ARE KILLED
A general strike is being planned to
WlllemHtad, Island of Curacoa, Jan.
support the movement.
29.
According to advices received
here toda, tlie governor. Mala, at
RECORD COAL AND
COKE PRODUCTION. the head of alined troops surprised
Pittsburg, f'u., Jan. 29. Last year a secret political meeting in the yard
was a record one In coal production of Vice President Gomez at Curucaat,
in Westmoreland county, the most Venezuela, during the night of Janfamous In the state, the output being uary 27, and In the fighting which
approximately t!6,00O.0UO tons, an in- followed. Governor Mata uud several
crease of over 3.000.000 tons over others were killed and a large num1905. tlie highest on record.
The ber. Including the commander of the
troops, were wounded.
output would have been at least
more if tlie railroads had
been able to handle the coal. The EARLY KANSAS AGITATOR
DIES AT SOLDIERS" HOME
outlook for the present year Is very
good and an output
Jan. 29. Harry Alof 30.000,000
tons is expected. The output of coke len, who was prominent in the movefor 1907 v.lll show an increase of over ment to make Ku:.s.i.i a free stutw,
1.000,000 toi.a on account of about died suddenly I tlie national soldierx'
f.ftO more ovens being in operation.
home at Landing today.
1

"

SWETTENU

INCIDENT IS NOW

REGARDED AS CLOSED
Secretary
29.
Washington. Jan.
Taft received the following cable
dated
from Governor Swetleiiham.
Kingston, Jamaica:
"Most grateful thanks for supply
of tents. Just arrived from Culm, in
charge of Captain Battle, L". S. A.
The servlie is most hltihly appreciated "

AFFAIR

tenhain formally withdrawing his letter to Rear Admiral Davis and
hi-- ,
reuiet for having written ii

Our Folk- - Won't lulk.
Washington. Jan. 29. Ottiei.ils at
the state department refuse to discuss
the report that Sneinor Swettenhuir
has withdrawn his letter to Admiral
statement
Davis, and upoii.ix.d therefor
It
i "or saturday's business
Mdokil4'll.
liOluloll Sa) lit'
was pointed out the president
has
Washington, Jan. 29. The cornp-- i
I.ondon, Jan. 19. The. Associated taken eerey mean to make it known
troller of the currency today Isbued
that he reg:trda the Kil.Kston eplsude
ii call for statement of condition of Press learns that the international
all national banks, at the close of phase of tho Kingston incident ha' as a closed 1'icide.i.t: so the orti'lali
'
been finally closed by Governor Swet- - decline to corr. tier i on it
business on January 2tf.

;bnk

called

--

ALBUQUERQUE

TWO.
motive power on the Erie. Abost a
year ago the Krle company decided to
Install electricity on this" branch running out of Rochester, about 94 miles.
The system selected was the Westing-hous- e
Alternating
current single-phas- e
system.
The Initial test run
was made from Rochester to Avon,
s distance of 19 miles, a number of
electrical men
the most prominent
ami railroad experts being present.
has atThis electrical Installation
among
railroad
attention
tracted
men because of the fact that It was
Ihe first iij. plication of nn 11,000 volt
alternating current to electric traction. The Krle Rullroad company Is
now making arrangements for the exservice to
tension of the electric
Rochester. 91 miles away.

THE EVENING CITIZEN
moUi

njr

Mi

Weekly ky

The Citizen Publishing Company
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Salt Inke City: The. Western
Telegraph companay will send a
gang of Its workmen out on the lines
of the Western Pacific this week to
commence the work of stringing wire
bctvvicn Salt Lake City and San Francisco.
The telegraph company has
an immense contract nn its hands, as
to be
!l2;t mill's or territory have
ordinarily thirty poles
traversed.
are used to carry a mile of wire, but
as the country between here and the
coast Is so mountainous and unusual,
forty, poles may be used to each mile
The
many sections of the line.
Death Together. Sad Story Inoriginal
plan of having the wire
work ahead of the railroad
of Two Young Hearts More gangs
builders was deemed impracticable.
It Is thought the wire men will cover
Loving Than Wise.
ground more rapidly than the track
gangs. The wire men are preparing
In this city for the departure. Sleep
KILLSTOY
ing and boarding cars are being fitted
AND
DRIVER
up, and a good stock of supplies gath
ered. Material will arrive constant- It gets here will be
HIDES BODY IN SLOUGH sentam!to as fast as camps.
Five car
the wire
loads of poles arrived from Idaho
several days ago, and more are on
way.
Sixty cars of poles are
Vonderful Water Plant Finished their
now coming towards Salt t,ake from
Michigan. Material enough to build
at Helena for Electric
nearly 150 miles of telegraph line Is
Generation.
on hand, and dally consignments will
be received steadily.

CONGRESS

EVENING

CITIZEN.

TUESDAY. JANUARY

PERSONAL

WANTTTD.

WANTED A bell boy at Ihe Alvar- ado hotel.
WANTKD
More shoe repairing
at
corner of Railroad
avenue and
Itroadvvay. P. E. Daniel.
W A NTKD 'An
experienced
cook.
.
Mrs. W.
Chllders, 107 North
Tweltth litreet.
WANTED
Oentlemans stcond"-han- d
clothing. No. 615 South Flrat
street. Bouth of viaduct. Send address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED A "good 'cook! rn"an oT
woman; small hotel; good wages
paid promptly. Write to Goebel hotel. Helen, N. M.
WANTKD
Teams The oanta Ke
Gold & Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes.
good
All
teams making application will be
given work. Geo. O. Marrs, Superintendent.
rX)R HKNT.
New
Foil RENT
house, modern.
618 North Sixth

AMUSEMEN T
NOW

SOLDER

N

Discussion Recently. But Washington, All Swell Resi
dences Having Their Own
There Will be Excitement
Ball Rooms.
Over Naval Bill.

Persuasive
Talk

Un-lo-

107.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS.

STILL DANCING IS THE

QUIET AFTER

S,

PROPERTY

IiOANS.

MONEY to LOAN
Pianos, Organs,
Furniture,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
possession.
Goods remain In your
Our rates are reasonable. Call andsee us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and i. Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

(Hy Catliciine Allinan.)
Washington,
Dancing
3.
Jan.
seecm to have superseded all other
forms of amusement for the present
Is sometimes necrssary, hut vvc
and matrons as well as gay young
lccnil upon the merit of onr
butantes find pleasure In the al
goods ami fair dealing with
ways delightful pustlme. There have
every customer, to Insure our
been more smart dancing affairs giv
Finely Furnished, 1 ircplacc, Horse.
continual success In the drug
en this season than In years pnst.
Muggy, Harness, liar. Etc.
business.
Explanation for the dancing revival
no doubt may be found In this year's
street.
irge number of debutantes who were
FO It RENT Two rooms for light- launched Into the social world poshousekeeplng. Inquire at 300 North
sessed of an Insatiable school girl
Broadway.
fondness for dreamy waltzes and
sprightly cotillions.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
Cor. Gold Ave. and Fint St.
Then too. It was not so many years
housekeeping;
110 West Gold Av.
rent reasonable.
ago that there were but two private
Apply rear 524 West Railroad.
B. H. BRIGGS &
ball rooms In the city; one in the
cottage
FOR
RENT Furnished
Mexican embassy, and the other the
CAROS
fiats; very reasonable.
Apply at PROFESSIONAL
CO. P Proprietors
amous ball room In the house now
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaoccupied by the Slaters, but formerly
LAWYERS.
duct.
the residence of the Wanamokers and
y
FOR RENT A six room
of the Kecretaiy of the Navy and
Ira M. Bond.
brick house, corner of Seventh
Mrs.
Whitney.
Hut all this is SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
ATTORNEY AT LAW. J2 F.St..
Btreet and TIJeras P.venue. Inquire N. W., Washington, D. C.
changed and nowadays scarcely a
at Lommorl & Matteucci, 624 land patents, copyrights, Pensions.
new residence of pretension Is being
caveats,
West TIJeras avenue.
built without a spacious dancing Full Set of Teeth
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
$1.50 up
room, either on the first or on the Gobi tilling
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms
R. W. D. Bryan.
9
f iold Crowns
top floor.
$1.00 per week and up; also nice
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
50c
There are hardly bands and musi Painless Extracting
rooms for light housekeeping $1.00 que, N. M. Office. First National
cians enough In the city to furnish
per week and up furnished
with Bank building.
music for the occasions and two or ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
stove and cooking utensils
and
E. W. Dobson.
three dances an evening have been
Minneapolis
dishes.
The
House,
ANTEED.
ATTORNEY AT 1AVT.
Office.
the rule for the past two weeks.
024 South Second street, AlbuquerCromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
New York: "My father did not puget sound now gets
Mrs. John U. McLean has been hosque, N. M.
tess to several dinner dances, the
nie to go to her, and her
ITS COAL from orient.
DENTISTS.
Bulletin Against Wolves.
FOR SALE.
toUwr did Dot want her to go to me,
Townsends and Slaters have thrown
Tacoma, Wash.: Within the next
any
or
is
a
If
there
go
farmer
hunter
together." thirty days several cargoes of coal
open their homes to young and old,
aeud. therefore, we both
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE A
This do to was found on the floor of will be received on Puget sound to re where In the country who Is pestered while the Thomus F. Walsh's gave
Yost typewriter.
Denial Surgeon.
See The Citi
tk top apartment of a tenement, lieve the fuel shortage now existing withgetwolves and wants to know how the most brilliant event of the seazen.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett building.
do
to
them,
to
of
he
rid
all
has
Meyer
)Hn lay the bodies of
According
son.
at Tacoma and Seattle.
n. f. copp,
FOR SALE One "Viava treatment," over O'RIelly's drug store, Automat
fetehwart. 17 years old, and his to advices received the steamer Lyrla Is to send to the Department of Ag
complete; cheap. Dr. McCormick ic phone 238. Appointments made
12, N. T. ARMIJO BLDG.
ROOM
copy
Hling,
a
For
ask
for
riculture
and
of
natusin and sweetheart. Beanie
by mall.
had sailed from Mojl with 1,000 tons
On Monday night Kauscher's ball
522 W. Railroad avenue.
72.
No
est
gone
Bulletin
Reserve
This
years
to
the of coal.
old. who had
II
The steamship Quito Is to
room was beautifully decorated and
Edmund J. Alger, I. It. S.
prop
FOR
SALE
Claude
The
Glrard
PUBLICATION.
FOR
NOTICE
Is
in
Kela
part
"Wolves
bulletin
entitled
boy's house to fulfill her
in the bring 5,000 tons and the steamship
brilliantly lighted when the "15ene- No. 306 Railroad avenue,
ffice
erty on west Mountain road. Inhrlde pact. She was shot through Pleiades Is due here February 1 and tlon to Stock, Game, and the Na dlctines" gathered
to receive their Department of the Interior,
9 a. m
hours,
United
to 12:30 p. m.; 1:3
quire on premises or at No. 300
tbe xnouth. a bullet penetrating her- has 1,000 tons of coal. Never before tlonal Forest Keserves," but if it ov guests. The receiving committee Inp.
6
p.
m.
to
m. Both phones. ApStates Land Office.
North Broadway.
lamia, and the youth also died In- in the history of this port has coal erlooks anything pertaining to these cluded Mrs. Nicholas Longworth, Mrs.
pointments made by mall.
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 13, 1906.
Majority
FOR
SALE
ot
In
rtantly from a bullet In his left tom-A- s had to be Imported from the orient animals which are the natural ene I.arz Anderson. Mrs. George W.
es
slock
fol
Notice Is hereby given that the
tablished and paying retail busiPHYSICIANS.
to meet the local demand. Owing to mies of farmers, especially in the
Mrs. William Corcoran Kustis lowing-nameclaimant has filed no
ness. Incorporated. Owner wlshe9
tbe note Indicates, parental ob- - the coal shortage many tugs are pre western sections of the country, the and Mrs. Herbert Wudsworth.
big intention to make final
tice
of
inDR.
to
most
painstaking
J. It. IIAYNES
companionship
research
to
fails
drove vented from going outside to pick up
to their
leave city. Address No. 1126,
At twelve
the first supper was
in support of his claim under
Physician and Surgeon.
Dally
Citizen.
immediately afterward proof
vessels, and as a result only six dicate what It Is. It teHs all about served and
Ut young couple to seek each other
and 17 ot fne act of
Rooms 11 and 13, N. T. Armijo
When the bodies were teen have entered the straits In four the wolves to he found in the various the cotillion began. The favors con- sections 3, 161891
death.
la
854). as FOR SALE A No. 1 Charter gaso building.
(26 Stats.,
states and the character of loss th sisted of long stemmed paper flowers. March
IVuih) the girl's face was placid, her weeks.
engine.
power,
line
for
21,
farmers sustain by reason of their painted Chinese fans, beautifully amended by the act of February
touida were crossed In her lap as
W. SI. SHERIDAN. SI. I.
pumping; good as new; cheap,
1893 (27
470), and that said
predatory visits.
though Bhe had posed calmly while PI I. AIM. I. PHI A TO HAVE
carved sandalwood fans, sashes In proof will Stats.,
See Dr. J. N. Warner, 1006 South Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
probefore
the
be
made
object
report,
as
The
chief
bullet.
of
the
tier sweetheart fired the fatal
Occidental
different colors and glittering rosettes
Life Building. Tele
FIRST ELEVATED LINK
Edith street.
bate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
phone 8S6. Albuquerque. N. M.
Ills body lay on the floor at her side.
Philadelphia:
After much delay stated by the compiler, Is to put in with flowing ends of tinsel. Al- January
13, 14, 15,
Snap
26,
FOR
1907,
SALE
Chav
Lots
Mariana
viz:
every
My
trapper,
of
was
hunter,
the
hands
addressed "To
though given in a public hall and by
Tiia note
due to tardiness in the delivery of
DR. R. L. IIUST.
In block B, Simpler addition No. 2,
de Otero, for the small Homing
KaHter."
There was another ad- - material, Philadelphians
are to be forest ranger, and stockman dire subscription, It was one of the most ez
Office,
8, X. T. Armijo Blclg.
T,
only
36,
$600.
In
$60
Sec.
2547,
cash,
in
No.
situate
balance
Claim
aliiajjsul "To K very one." It read:
trapping,
for
poisoning
rectlons
and
150
year;
only
exclusive events of the
given their first ride In elevated trains
Tuberculosis
treated with High
per
installments
$15
of
2
7
month
E.
N..
It.
hunting
UejS not to suspect anyone, because
wolves
finding
many
and
dens
the
invitations were issued, and
next month. The Market street ele
Current and
C. Phelan, Fresno, Calif., Frequency Electrical
following
Write
J.
witnesses
names
He
the
HUut myself.
To my parents und vated Is nearly completed, and while of ' the young. If the directions given who considered
themselves entitled
Germicide. Treatments given each
or
see
H.
prove
Dunbar,
E.
224
ad
West
to
continuous
his
actual
say,
are
It
Is
nothing
followed
wolves
to
believed
for
the
not
fo
recognition were
friends I have
Included with
no definite date hus yet been an
day from 8 u. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
Gold avenue.
verse possession of said tract for
die tor my sweetheart, the sweetest pounced for the opening, it Is believed will be so reduced in number that resultant heart burnings and Indigna twenty
nurse In attendance.
Both phones.
preceding
sur
years
the
next
depredations
to
will
In
be
cease
feml
as
well
a
serl
ns
en
tion in mnsculln
earth."
Kir
that the first car carrying passen ous
LOST.
UNDERTAKER.
vey
township,
viz:
of
the
to
menace
very
bright
was
stock
raisers.
Prime
a
Schwartz
Twunf
nine breasts.
gers will be run over the line In about
two
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of Los LOST Pocket book containing
Imy. but he had the reputation of be three weeks. As the last of the sta wolf skins are worth from $1 to $
Colo.. Red 11a
bills; finder return to Auto, phone 316.
enough
trappers
each,
to
heavy
Mrs. Roosevelt
was
induce
smoker
hus discontinued Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
und
a
tes erratic lie
will not be finished until spring.
tlnns
A. BORDERS.
this office and receive reward
Orona, Quirlno Samore, of Per
urf cigarettes. Neighbors say that al- - only three or four stops along the line enterprising ranch boys to make an her Friday trvening musicales
for
Commercial Club building.
Black
LOST A gold filigree chain,
with
Early next effort to secure them if a reasons the present, and the chief feature of alta. N. M.
ttincli he had come to this country can be made at first.
or White hearse, $5.
Any person who desires to protest
turquoise setting.
official entertaining this week was
Finder please
front Russia only a few years ago, he week a school car will be run over ble degree of success is assured.
ARCHITECTS
leave at this office and receive re
the state dinner on Thursday even against the allowance of said proof,
tvad completed the course of studies the line for the purpose of familiar
ing to the chief Justice and associate or who knows of any substantial rea
ward.
Conflict Over Nuvy Increase.
la 4he nubile schools, and was gradu izing the crews which are to man the
W.
Spencer.
7
F.
Rooms
Bar
Ut-- d
only the day before his death trains with their new duties.
The annual conflict between the Justices of the supreme court. The son under the laws and regulations
Girls
STRAYED.
nett building, Albuquerque. N. M.
Tram the public school at Hester and are to be employed as ticket sellers president and congress over the sub state 'dining room which is one of of the interior department why such
STRAYED January 17, one Jersey Both phones.
Mnrfoik street.
and transfers are to be given to and Ject of the Increase of the naval cs the most imposing In the capital was proof should not be allowed will be
cow; branded open H. Return to
CIVIL ENGINEER.
from surface lines Intersecting Mar tublishmenl will soon be on. The unusually effective with Its simple given, an opportunity at the above
1500 South John street. Mrs. P. M.
cross
decorations,
appropriate
but
floral
place
to
time
mentioned
and
wor mm ovkk
president in his recent letter to
ket street.
I
Gavin.
genial
hickory
blaze
of
the
and
claim'
the
said
of
witnesses
examine
the
J. It. Farwcll.
Chairman Foss, of the house commi logs
111 DDK
IN FROZEN SLOK.lt
burning In the great fire place ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
PLANT IS
tee, let II be understood that he wus
NOTICE
OIt
PUBLICATION.
Chicago: Frozen fast In the Ice GREAT WATER
AT HELENA insistent that two big battleships cast a wurm glow on a scene of dem - of that submitted by claimant.
a (dough near the Calumet Helena,CO.MPLETED
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Department of the Interior. Land Of
MANUEL K. OTERO.
Mont.:
The gates have should be authorized this vear, as ocratic hospitality.
river, boys found the body o ften- - been
a
notlceuble
deurth
There
has
been
Register.
flee
In the Ilauser lake dam
at
closed
Fe,
Santa
New
Mexico.
none was authorized at the last
Tims. K. I). Sladdlson.
ywar-ol- d
Walter Kurpa, who was run
official set this
will be three weeks before the slon.
December 26, 1906.
Small Holding Claim No. 2547.
The president wants lighting of entertaining by the
Office with W. B. Chllders,
117
by a delivery wagon December It
wu
smart
for
the
af
winter
and
honors
power
Is
on,
Notice
hereby
is
as
It
given
will
turned
take
Pablo
that
machines of the Knglish Dteudnaught
West Gold avenue.
3&, picked up and carried away by
will
giiyetles
be
to
PUBLICATION.
NOTIC
fairs
huve
and
E
FOR
Gallegos
to
this
time
fill.
N.
for
of
M.,
the
lake
The
filed
Belen.
has
class.
The disposition in the house
ane driver and has been missing ever water will back up eighteen
notice of his Intention to make final
NOTICE I'OR PUBLICATION.
miles in committees is to give the president awarded to those in unofficial life.
since. That the child was killed, or the river and
Department of the Interior,
Land five year proof In support of hl
wife of the
through
Prickly
the
which he asks, but the committee Mrs. Fairbanks,
seriously injured. In the accident und Pear canyon, six miles in the valley that
who takes such a promiOffice ut Santa Fe. N. M.
claim, viz: Homestead
Is by no means unanimous in this view
Entry No. Department of the Interior, Land Of
JUs body thrown into the slough that below
Dec. 29, 1906.
Helena. The dam Is 640 fet F.ven should the committee do this nent part in the social life of the
6621. made October 21, 1901, for the
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
ttte driver might escape responsibility long and
practically
confined
Notice is hereby given that Sunt! NWU, Section 2, Township
70 feet wide, and Is made of there Is no telling what the house capital, has been
4 N,
January 22, 1907.
is the opinion of the police.
to her room since Christmas, and ago Oriego of Carpenter, N, M., has Range 3 W, and that said proof will
Is the largest of would do.
throughout.
steel
It
Notice is hereby given that Juan
The body was so solidly frozen that Its kind in the world. Fifteen thou
participate in any filed notice of his intention to make be made before Jesus Luna,
to
unable
lias
been
In
Over
Probate de
the senate there will hi
Padilla of San Rafael, N. M.,
it bas net yet been possible to deter- - sand horsepower will be generated aggressive
the social functions, although her final five-yeproof In Bupport of Clerk, at Los Lunas, N. M., on Febru has Dios
opposition to the two bat of
filed notice of his intention to
aubi 'whether there are bruises or and this, with the canyon ferry plant tleships program.
home has been thrown open to sev his claim, viz: Homestead entry No, ary 7, 1907.
make final five-yeproof In support
Senator Hale eral notable companies and charac 10.301
faroken bones, and the inquest win will make Helena 'the largest pro
made Nov. 20, 1906, for the
He names the following wltnesse of his claim, viz: Homestead Entry
chairman of the senate committee
VoHlnooed until the corpse can be
parties
(Over
which
teristic
dinner
1 and 2, Section to prove his
SV4 NE'-- l
lota
electricity
country,
and
dueer
In
of
the
up
to
opposed
No.
continuous
6688,
anything
residence
of the sort; he
made December 3, 1901,
prethawed out to permit a
Mrs. Tinimons.
3, Township 9 N., Range 6 E., and on, ana cultivation of,
the exception of Niagara. The may even oppose the construction of her daughter.Cortelyou's
the land, viz: for the WH NE'.i, and W4 SEU,
ure In mourn that Bald proof will be made before
The body was completely with
sided. The
power
will
run
the
Washoe
reduction
Ruperto
one
more,
Jaramiilo,
M.;
N.
Mr.
Belen,
of
Section 26, Township 10 N, Range 10
and
' Incased in ice. except for the legs,
Hale's inlluenc
works, the Anaconda railway, light In his committee and on the lloor of ing; Secretary and Mrs. Root have H. W. 8. Otero, United States Court Simon Serna, of Los Chaves, N. M.; W, and that said proof will be made
and a balf hour's work was ueces Butte City
been absent from the city, while the Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N Pablo Ballejos,
operate many mines, the senate, is potential.
and
N.
M.;
Lunaa,
before Jesus M. Luna, Probate Clerk
of Los
He Is not secretary of agriculture whose daugh M.,
aary to chop it out.
on Feb. 5. 1907.
Jesus Jiramillo y'Gallego, of Belen at Los Lunas, N. M., on March 7,
Influenced by antagonism
to
the ter remains abroad, does no enter
Assistant Chief of Police Schuettler CEMENT FACTORY TO UK
following
names
witnesses
He
the
N.
M.
1907.
lloosevelt's. but because he believe taining, but keeps bachelor quarters
lias detailed a force of detectives
BUILT NEAR BALTIMORE that
to prove his continuous residence upwe have gone far enough for
R.
MANUEL
He names the following witnesses
OTERO.
apartment
In
downtown.
a
modest
.from the oiirder squad to look for
Baltimore:
llaltimore capitalists
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz
and should wait until It Is de
to prove his continuous residence upRegister.
the driver of the wagon which ran have completed plans to establish on while
GrleGrlego,
Venceslado
Salomon
veloped
on,
o
whether
fighting
modern
and cultivation of, the land, viz:
anrar the boy. The latter's father Is the ljikeer and Bradbury farms, near
is again honored by go. Darlo Chavez and J. R. Carpen
still lie further improve HieWashington
R. Candelaria, Rafael Baldes.
Wise
Jose
Counsel
rrom
Sontli.
lam-ma- n
the
of a South Chicago stee Hlssell, on the Western Maryland Khlps can
forpresence
distinguished
ter, ull of Carpenter, N. M.
before throwing away money on shit eigners. Mr. of
"I want to give some valuable ad Manuel Sanchez, Blsente Padla. all
ndU.
and Mrs. Hwfa Willrailroad, a Portlund cement factory of war that may be absolute
R.
MANUEL
OTERO.
vice
to
those who suffer with lame of San Rafael, N. M.
before iams, who are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
to cost 1500,000.
Douglas H. Cor they have left the ways at
Register.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
kidney trouble," says J. R,
back
and
Mill
the
memMlftTTHKKt'V'l TKHT OF NKW
well
Perry
known
are
Belmont
llaltimore,
ut
is
don. of
the head of yards.
Regifeler.
Blankenship, of Beck, Tenn. "I have
s
Mr.
society.
KLKCTIUC RAILWAY SYSTEM the syndicate.
English
of
bers
Kmployment will be
In both houses there is a very large
proved to an absolute certainty that
NOIRE FOR PUBLICATION.
Is a racing man und has been
1'ittsburg:
Westlnghouso officials given to about 150 met at the start contingent of members
who fear that a close personal friend of King EdElectric Bitters will positively cure
NOIRE FOR PUBLICATION.
uad experts have returned from The tracts purchased by the syndl a costly naval program
Department of the Interior,
Land this distressing condition.
may pre
The first Department of
Itochenter. N. Y.. enthusiastic over cale contuin rich deposits of lime vent the passage of a sufficiently ward since liohood, While Airs. WillOffice at Santa Fe, N. M.
the Interior, Land Ofgave
great
me
bottle
relief and after
with
the auccNW of the Initial test of the stone. Shnle will be shipped from comprehensive river and harbor bll iams Is intimately acquainted
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Dec. 29. 1906.
taking
coma
more
few
was
I
bottles.
Lady
Susan
George
Kepple
und
Mrs.
power
company
system
Wllliuinsport,
in
re
near electric motive
where the
January 22, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that I.uclo pletely
mere are many proposed new pro
bo completely that It
Mailed by the Krle railroad over its Cftitly purchased a tract of shale Jects in this bill that members from Townley, lo whose acrimonious and Ortega of Chilill, N. M.. has filed no becomes cured;
Notice is hereby given that Ramon
pleasure
a
to
recommend
tongue
accredited
is
ni.ikiiiK
mischief
11
line.
land.
branch
Mount
the interior sections of the country the recall of Sir Mortimer Durand. tice of bis Intention to make final this great remedy." Sold under guar- Padillu of San Rafael, N. M., has
five-yeWork on the entire contract for ino
filed notice of his Intention to make
proof in support of his antee by ull druggists. Trice 60c.
are lighting for and if they become .Mr. Williams made a trip to
I
any
disease
sKin
For
of
there
to
generators,
umountlng
ton and
final five year- - proof in support of his
claim, viz: iloiiefsteud entry No,
convinced that continued naval ex
was
ugo,
years
he
where
two
nothing
tha'.i
better
Chamberlain
complete
equipment
the
SCne.VCe. la
claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No.
win interfere with a proper a prominent figure ut the opening of 6.702 made Dec, 10. 1S01, for the IIAIK DHUSsKR AND CHIROPOIt relieves the itching and piinsion
jT the branch, will now be pushed at Salve.
C6S9, made December 3, 1901, for the
Increase in the accounts to bo al llelmont park, where his advice and W'i NEK and E
NW'i. Section
DIST.
soon
burning
instantly
and
sensation
Westiughouse
Kast
plant
at
Pitts
the
lowed for internal Improvements o
SW14. Section
Mrs. Bambini, ut her parlors, No. E',i NW',, and E
were eagerly sought after 12. Township 8 N.. Range 6 E.. and
Tills is considered the entering effec ts a cure. Sold by all druggists, the waterways of the country, these suggestions upon.
26, Township 10 N, Range 10 W, and
il
This Is Mrs. Will- that said proof wil be made before 2H!i West Railroad avenue, is
and acted
atfedtfe for the installation of electric
proof will be made before
men will center their fire on the nu iam's lirst visit to tills country, and H. W. S. titero, United States Cour
to give thorough scalp treat- that said
Jeeufl 11
Luna, ProbaljV Clerk at
val program to prevent it from lute
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APART THEY
T

Washington. Jan. 29.
not always mirage. in the business of
enacting stale and rusty legislation in
which there is neither sentiment nor
poetry, once In a while it does the
unusual thlngf and the unusual happened this week when the house passed a bill to reimburse a man for the
trouble to which he was put because
he happened to kllPanother man.
The man who thus enlisted the
sympathies of the house Is one
Thomas W. Lurkln, of one time deputy marshal in Ilusklns county. Tenn.,
district In which formerly the bus
iness of making moonshine whisky
flourished greatly. It was while en
gaged In the exercise of his official
duties that Larkin pursued one of
these moonshiners In the hope that
he could persuade him to desist from
practices congress hud decreed were
inimical to the successful administra
tion of the Internal revenue laws.
This particular moonhiner was ob
streperous and the encounter result
ed In his death.
Larkin was arrested, tried twice
He tilled n
and finally acquitted.
claim against JJnele Sam for 1 1,700
for loss of time and attorney's fees.
The house, however, disagreed with
Larkin as to the value of his time,
but admitted that he had some sort
of a claim and allowed him I'iOO.
'
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WALL STREET IS
SHIVERING

ous companies In the Ice trade In
the Mississippi river section.
The appearance of Mr. Hetnze as
one of the controlling spirits of the
Mercantile National Rank recalls an
insteresting story that went the
rounds of the financial district
a
few years ago. when Mr. Heinie was
not the power In finance that he Is
now.

At that time the Montana mining
man was borrowing large sums of
money to finance his different enterprises. His lonns were spread
around the Wall street district as
thinly as possible so ns not to excite
any unnecessary comment. One loan
$50,000 was In the Mercantile
Securities to be Dumped on of
National Hank, and nt that time the
Institution was controlled
by men
the Market, and Valued
who were not particularly friendly
to Mr. Melnse.
One of these men
at $300,000,000
brought the subject up at a directors'
meeting and the Montana man was
called upon to take up the loan,
which he did.
SOME LARGE COMBINATIONS
Some years rolled by without any
transactions taking place between
Mr. Helnze and the Mercantile NaAMONG NEWYORK BANKS tional Hank. Then, after January 1,
of this year, the financial world was
astonished to learn that Mr. Helnze
and his associates controlled the
Building of Million Dollar Houses bank. Following this New York was
treated to the spectacle of the Monin Great City Crows at
tana man turning out his former
enemies in the Institution. It is beRapid Rate.
lieved that Mr. Helnze's paper will
be good at the Mercantile National
New York. Jan. 2. Wall street hereafter.
Anti-Rac- e
i. shivering these days at the mere
Track Ijiuh.
Anti-rac- e
track legislation Is atthought of the mans of undigested
tracting large Interest during the
securities which railroad managers present session of the state legislaand other disciples of nigh finance ture.
are dumping into the stock market.
The fact that District Attorney
From all appearances investment Jerome, following an energetic cambuyers and speculative traders alike paign ugainst the poolrooms of the
will have their hands full for some metropolis, has had .bills Introduced
time to come in absorbing the hun- In the legislature
to place race
dreds of millions of dollars of new is- track betting on the same ground
sues shortly to be put out.
with poolroom betting, has led to the
According to plans announced by belief that the legislature now will
different
managements, take action which, during recent
railroad
something over $300,000,000
In new years, the race track Interests always
Issues shortly will be unloaded. In succeeded In blocking.
the present unsatisfactory condition
From year to year the tide of
of the security markets this is ap- opinion has been growing
against
palling, and, In the language of the the distinction which makes
street, it certainly haB "thrown
a felony punishable by Ima
scare" into the financial district.
prisonment where the Industry Is
First came the announcement that carried on outside a race, track, but
the Pennsylvania railroad would put which makes the same act, If atout 1200,000,000 of new securities by tempted Inside a race track enclosMarch. Then the Chesapeake AY ure, merely an illegal transaction
Ohio announced approximately
and the punishment only the recovof new securities, followed by ery, through slow civil action, of the
Information from the Chicago & amount lost.
Northwestern that it would put out
The race tracks for a long time
$50,000,000 of new stock, which
held the support of the rural sections
nouncement In turn was followed by through a clause in the state law
another from the Southern railway which contributed a percentage of
that It would put out $25,000,000 of the race track receipts each year to
securities at once, and another Issue, the various county agricultural soin all probability before the close of cieties. Under Jerome's bills the
the year.
agricultural societies will receive Just
When if is remembered that these as much money In the future, but
announcements came closely on the they will receive it by direct approheels of the large security issues of priation from the state without refthe Great Northern, the Northern Pa- erence to what may come from the
cific, the St. Paul, and the Norfolk race tracks.
and Western roads, and at a time
In this way Jerome has rendered
when there Is the strong probability worthless the strongest card the race
of a large issue from the New York track people have been able to play
Central, it Is no wonder bankers and in the past. If the Jerome bills go
brokers are trying to figure how on through bookmaking will be a felony
earth they are going to market all whether practiced Inside or outside
'f these issues.
a race course.

AIM

home for his prospective bride,
Will-laMabelle Oilman, the actress.
It. Leeds, late president of the
Hock Island railroad, Is about to
build a $1,000,000
structure at
Kighty-nlnt- h
street, and 8. Rarton
French Is planning a $1,500,000
street.
house at Seventy-firs- t
Ralney, daughter of
Miss Grace
the late W. J. Ralney of Cleveland,
known as the "Coke King." is about
to build a $1,000,000 house at Seventy-fifth
street on a plot for which
she paid $300,000, while many other
magnificent homes also are projected.
James Stillmnn Is to build at Seventy-second
street, Mrs. Howard Gould
street,
Benjamin
at Seventy-thir- d
street,
Guggenheim at Seventy-sixt- h
General Lloyd Ilryce at Eighty-thir- d
street, and William, Starr Miller at
Eighty-sixt- h
street.
Heal estate men are estimating
that the upper Fifth avenue building, for millionaires' residences,
is
going forward at the rate of
a year,
m
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DELIBERATIONS

THE POLICY OF THIS STORE

OF YESTERDAY

Is to clean up stock once

yearly and open season
with new goods.

AT SANTA FE
Show Caretaklng Disposition
of Legislators-N- o
Haste In

The Name

Passage of Bills.
Yesterd,i

$20.-000,0-

was a quid one in the

legislative assembly.
The council held a short session yesterday morning, attending to all busiMeanest Man on Karth.
The meanest man on earth has ness that came up In regular order
been found In the west side police and adjourned until 10 o'clock this
court.
on
He was arraigned
a morning. The house met at S o'clock
charge of larceny and. being without yesterday afternoon.
funds, the court assigned a lawyer to
II,
TIIK (X)l
defend him.
sixth Day Moixlay morning.
So well did this lawyer plead the
Spless called the council
case that the accused man was freed. to I'resident
order at 10 o'clock yesterday mornHe was profuse in his thanks and re- ing for the sixth
day's session. The
peatedly told the lawyer that Heaven Invocation was offered by
the chap,
would reward him for his act.
lain,
by the reading of the
"That is all right," said the lawyer. roll. followed
All responded present except
"Come around some time when you Mr. Richards, member of the council
have ronie t;oney and pay me."
from district nine, Socorro and Sierra
A ihort time later in the aftercounties.
noon a court attache handed
the
Clerk Martin read the Jourlawyer an envelope. Upon opening nalChief
upon moof Friday's session
It the lawyer found a pawn ticket tion duly seconded andand
carried, the
for his watch. He felt In his pocket Journal
was
ordered approved as
ami discovered his own was missing. read.
The tearful thief had "lifted" it
The committee on engrossed bills,
while thanking the attorney, and the Mr. Dallies,
chairman, then reported
pawn ticket apparently was his Idea that It had compared
Council Resolube.
of what Heaven's reward should
Nos. 1 and 2, to supply memtions
EDWARD STAATS LUTHER.
bers with matters of reference, and
Council Memorial No. 1, for the restoration to entry of public lands In
San Juan county and found them correct. The report of the committee,
upon motion duly seconded und carried, was adopted.
The report of the committee on
rules, Mr. Martines, chairman, was
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Gazln came In received by the council.
Upon moMr. Gazln tion of Mr. Martinez,
from Topeka last night.
report was
l
chief electrician for the Santa Fe read in full by Chief the
Clerk Martin,
Railroad company.
the rules recommended by the comW. H. Riddle, traffic manager for mittee being those of 1891 with a few
the Rock Island railway, passed minor changes.
Upon motion of Mr. Chuves, secthrough the city this morning In a
private car attached to train No. 2, onded and carried, the report and
en route east. He was accompanied the rules recommended by the committee, were adopted by the council.
by his family.
The rules will be printed and a
Fireman Frank lirown of south copy supplied to each member of the
Fifth street, left last night for the assembly.
Mr. Martinez
Introduced Council
City of Mexico, where he will enter
the employ of the Mexican Central Resolution No. C, to give rent free
railway. Mrs. Brown and her sister. to the Historical Society of New MexMiss Agnes Sets, will Join Mr. Brown ico, two additional rooms in the Old
Palace, the rooms being those formthe latter part of February.
erly occupied by Judge N. Is. Laugh-llTO SI'K.M) $150,000
ns an office suite. Upon motion
IN ADVERTISING. of Mr. Chaves, seconded and carried,
Within a few days the Santa Fe the rules were suspended, and the
will send out Its cash advertising con- resolution was read a second time.
Upon motion of Mr. Martinez, sectracts to more than one thousand
papers along Its lines. At this time onded and carried, the rules were
no exact figures as to the extra further suspended and the resolution
amount the Santa Fe will have to was read a third time preparatory to
pay out can be given, but It will un- its passage. Mr. Martinez then moved
To have Old Irving Home.
up as high as $160,000 that the resolution do now be passed.
doubtedly
Washington
Irvlng's old home In per annum.run This is in addition to The
motion was carried unanimously.
this city is threatened with demoli- the large sums required to carry out
Mr. Sargent then Introduced the
tion, to make way for the new coun- contracts In some of the larger cities. following
three bills:
ty court house. The commission apCouncil lilll No. 8, an act to auThe country press Is liberally reppointed to select a site for a proper
resented on the list, and it Is believed thorize the territorial audtior and
home for the supreme court of
been given a treasurer to harmonise certain discounty, with its thirty judges after the newwillplan has
be preferred to the crepancies of long standing on their
trial It
and vast amount of litigation, has fair
arrangement.
books and for other purposes. Upon
fixed upon the east side of Union former transportation
motion of Mr. Sargent, seconded and
Square, and has laid out a section SOUTHERN PACIFIC
carried, the bill was read a second
bounded by Fourth avenue, Irving
AGAIN.
BUILDS AROUND
time and referred to the committee
Place, Fourteenth and Seventeenth
Two crews are at work grading the on finance.
streets.
high
roadbed for the Southern Pacific
Council lilll No. 9. an act to amend
The Washington Irving home, one line across the desert, this line being sections
of the laws of 1S)03 relative
of the few important literary land- on the 100-foIs,
100
contour that
to the ofllces of the auditor and travmarks of the city, is located ut Irv- feet below sea level, which is also 100 eling auditor of New Mexico and
ing Place and Seventeenth street, feet above the present water level of
their duties.
right at the corner of the plot select- Salton sea, says a
dispatch.
On motion of Mr. Sargent, seconded for the court house site. It was While this work Is inYuma
progress, there ed und carried, the bill was read a
in this quaint dwelling that Washamong
men
railroad
expectation
second time by title and referred to
ington Irving lived in the days when is
that, In case
Colorado is con- the committee on finance.
he was at the height of his fame, trolled in time the
be
not
will
the road
Council lilll No. 10, an act relating
and was sought by the literary peo- moved.
to the collection of delinquent taxes
ple of two continents. Plans now are
While this work is in progress Sal-to- n and for other purposes. Mr. Sargent
being projected to raise a fund to
steadily at the rate of moved that the bill lie read a second
preserve the house in some location an sea isarising
day, and only by hauling time by title and be referred to the
inch
as near as possible to Its pre?nt In gravel
and building up the track proper committee. The motion presite.
can the main line be kept open to vailed. The bill was read by title and
referred to the finance committee.
trattle.
After Reckless Motorincii.
Under the business order of Joint
Angered at th bad name that Is HUSHING WUHENBURG.
resolutions on their second reading,
being given to motor car sport by
ARIZONA, LINE. Joint Resolution No. 4. introduced by
reckless owners and chauffeurs, five
Construction work on the new road Mr. Cameron, providing for the pay of
wealthy New Yorkers, all of them
former presidents of the Automobile known as the Arizona and Califor- extra employes, was read a second
Club of America, have enrolled them- nia, which was begun a year ago, but time by the chief clerk. Mr. Martin,
and referred to the committee
selves as special policemen for the was Interrupted because of luck of in full
The on nuance.
purpose of running down reckless material, has been renewed.
Under order of business on the
owners and drivers and punishing new road is known as the Wicken-bur- g
cut-of- f,
and is attracting the at- president's desk. House Hill No. 1, an
them for their criminal carelessness.
These men are Colgate Hoyt. Al- tention of eastern and local capital- act relative to the offices of district
attorneys und for other purpose!,
bert R Shattuck, Wlnthrop K. Scar-ret- t, ists.
The new road is being built west which passed the house Friday, was
George F. Chamberlain
and
Dave H. Morris. These men all own from Wickenburg, Ariz., to Amboy, read the first time by title. Mr. Miera.powerful machines and they now Cat., a distance of about 2o0 miles. in ii motion dulv seconded and carhave authority to carry revolvers It Is controlled by the Prescott & 'rled, asked that the bill be read a
They draw no Phoenix road, which is In turn con- second time in full and referred to
and make arrests.
The line Is the proper committee and thut It nlso
salaries from the city, but must re- ' trolled by the Santa. Fe.
port to the police department nt regu- acknowledged to bo a portion of the be translated, printed and supplied in
copy to the council members. The
lar Intervals and may be called upon Santa Fe system.
Grant Bros, have completed the bill was reud a second time In full
for regular police duty in cases of
grading from Wickenburg to a point and referred to the committee on
emergency.
liy tlius setting Its face sternly about twelve miles east of the ColoI'resident Spicss then announced
against reckless motoring, the Auto- rado river and track laying has procouncil Joint
mobile Club of America believes it gressed to within twenty miles of the that he had signed
can cleanse the sport of the bad end of the grade, or about seventy resolutions Nos.1. 1 and 2 and council
No.
memorial
miles west of Wlckenb'irg.
name now attaching to It.
The council then adjourned until 10
"We expect to complete the gradlliilldliig Activity t'nahutctl.
ing to the river within two months, o'clock Tuesday morning.
Fully $8,500,000 worth of Fiftli and if the rails can be secured the
TIM' HOlhK.
avenue residences shortly will be line should be completed as far as the
Siitli Day Monclny Afternoon.
constructed under plans that have river before the summer months come
I'ursuuut to adjournment the house
been made public by various owners. on." said a representative
of the met
at 2 o'clock yesterday afternoon.
Upper Fifth avenue, in the neighborGrants recently.
the Invocation
hood of Andrew Carnegie resicannot pledge when the line will The chaplain offered
"I
street, in the be completed on the California side and Chief Clerk Stuplln then read
dence at Ninety-firs- t
field of activity and within the next to Amboy, where it rejoins the main the roll, ull responding present except
twelve months the section will show line of the Santa Fe, but work on this Mr. Studley.
The journal of Friday's proceedings
many additions to Millionaires' Row, end will also be pushed rapidly."
was read in Kngllsh and upon motion
William E Corey, president of the
duly seconded and carried, was or- United States Steel corporation, and
RANCH EGGS.
one of Carnegie's "boys," has paid
For fresh eggs, one or two days old jered approved as read.
House
Speaker liaca introduced
phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
$500,000 for land at Ninety-secon- d
Bill No. 6, an ac t to provide for the
street and will build a $2,000,000 street and Mountain road.
completion of the scenic highway
from Santa Fe to Las Vegas. Referto the finance committee.
Is to love children, and no home redSpeaker
House
llaca introduced
a be completelj happy with
No. 7, an act to appropriate
Bill
to buy land upon which to erect
out them, yet theordeal through funds
a governor's residence at Santa Fe.
which tb eipectant mother Referred to the finance committee.
Speaker liaca introduced House Bill
must pass usually is so full of suffering-- ,
No. 8, an act to extend the corporate
danger and fear that she looks forward limits of Santa Fe. Joferred to committee on corporations.
o tbi cri ical hour with apprehension
Mr. Ruppe introduced House Hill
and dread Mother's Friend, by its pene
No. 9, an act to prohibit gambling in
Referred to committee
New Mexico.
trating arid soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and on
Judiciary.
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
Mr. Reach Introduced House lilll
No. 10, an uct to revise section 136 8,
ordeal that she parses through
of the complied laws of 1897. Retbe evtnt safely and with but
ferred to the rommittee on finance.
House
Mr. Hlembuum Introduced
little suffering, as numbers have
No. 11, an act to shorten the
lilll
and
said, "it is worth
testified
time for paying delinquent taxes, etc.
Referred to committee on Judiciary.
its weight in golJ.M $1.00 per
Mr. Abbott of Santa Fe, Introduced
Book containing
bottle ol druggists.
House lilll No. 12. an act to amend
certain fcectlona f the compiled laws
valuable i "formation mailed free.
of
of 1K97, relative to the offices
THE BRaDWID REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta. Ga.
col- county treasurer ard
Thirty-sevent- h

f

State Tax la Woilldes.
If anything further was needed to
demonstrate the absolute worthless-neof the New York state tax laws

w

covering personal property, it has
been furnished In the tax rolls of the
current year. The- estate of the late
Russell Bage Is assessed for $50,000.-"0- 0
of personal property and, based
on the showing which the executors
have been compelled to make in
closing out Mr. Sage's affairs, is likely to stand the test. In addition to
the estate assessment, Mrs. Sage personally is assessed for $5,000,000, and
both figures are low.
During the last few years of his
life, Mr. Sage was carried on the tax
rolU annually on a $2,000,000 personal assessment, and this amount he
was forced to pay. although he made
repeated efforts to have the assessr.
ment reduced, if not wiped out
Tax officials now, owing to
the information at hand and which
could not be obtained during
Mr.
Sage's lifetime, believe they can go
back and collect excess back taxation
for two years. Under the law, however, they can go back no further
than that, so that the city will lose
large sums which were its rightful
due, from Mr. Sage during his lifetime.
The estate of the late William C
Whitney also has gone on the tax
rolls this year for $14,500,000.
This
is another net gain to the city unless the managers of the estate, by
manage to have
some hocus-pocuthe assessment reduced or eliminated.
The estate never before has
figured on the tax rolls, although
last year Mr. Whitney's heirs Individually were assessed on small
sums.
Vast sums regularly are lost to the
city each year through the assessment of personal taxes, and no law
yet has been devised to meet the sitThe properties
uation adequately.
i'f most of New York's millionaires
are invested in securities of such a
lass that they are able to escape
property
personal
taJtation under
alto-wethe-

s,

bead.

Together.
Something of a reallzernent of the
local banking powers has been going
in during the last month.
Interest
in these charges has centered largely In the development of the latest
combination consisting of F. Augustus Ileinxe, Edward It. Thomas, and
Charles W. Morse, which now controls several New York banks, and
promises to expand.
Kach of these men has a large
personal fortune, and each Is engagenterimportant
ed in promoting
prises; Mr. Ileinze in the mining
held, Mr. Thomas in the ice and
hanking fields, and Mr. Morse In the
coastwise steamship trade. To each,
therefore, the possession of a chain
of important banks in the metropolis
in a valuable asset.
The Increasing
prominence of these men in the world
with
of finance is being regarded
jealous eyes by many of the old
time magnates.
Mr. Helnse particularly has
in building up a vast structure
with the funds he received from the
settlement of his bitter quarrels with
ti. II. Iiogers and the Amalgamated
"upper contlgent. Now he Is said to
on
some
embarking
contemplate
ambitious mining adventures in Canada. Mr. Morse soon will be in absolute control of the Atlantic coast
steamship business, if indeed he does
not already hold that enviable posi-- )
More Moll Men

ion.

Cit-- l

is putting through
Mr. Thomas
many large plans that already have
received the O. K. of the public. He
lecently formed the Western Ice
company of New Jersey, which has
acquired control
of the Knickerbocker Ice company of Chicago and
which i preparing to finance vari
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CHAPLIN

Not only means the Best
Shoes but it stands equally
for honest advertising.

3000 Pairs Men's
Shoes

Hi

In

RAILROAD NOTES

Will.

xi

A

1

w,&

book-maki-

$10,-"00,0-

FAGE TlfRKK.

r

1

All Other Shoes at 10

Per Cent Discount
Our window display will give you
an inkling of the shapes that stylish
dressers will wear, but come in and carefully inspect the shoes themselves. We fed
confident that if you are a man who
wants the best money can buy we will
have your trade.

n,

New-Yor-

i

Womb's
Naive

lo

Wm.

--

MAI-LI- N

Santa Fe, then

Mili:il

THROWN INDK.It
WAtiOX AMI Kll.l.UO.
iJolores de Herrera, a well known
ranchman residing near Mora, was
killed on Saturday last while on his
way to the ranch by being thrown
from his wagon and run over.
It is
not known how the accident
but it is presumed that the
unfortunate man lost control of the
team, which ran away.
It

.WOTIIFK

Jtosi:iti

i

UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

CURES

Springs

I

DNEY AILMENTS.

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

Albuquerque

Foundry and
.

FIRST

Set Santa Fe Agent for routtd
trip rates, good for thirty days.

New Mexico

Machine Works

. HALL, Proprietor
Ore, Coal and

Iron and Btms CstUf;
Liokr Cars; BaAla-Pullera, Orada Ban. Baaklt Matal; Calinca aad Lrea
Buildlnga.
mopmlr on Mining and mill Maehlnory a Bplmtt
rotndrj aaat alda
railroad traak.
a.laqa.ra. at a

ask-

opics

PLEASANTLY SITUATtO.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAID.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

following adjournment of the house.
The announcement was made and the
house adjourned until Tuesday morning ut 10 o'clock.

1

KAILKUAD AVE.

Hot

ed the speaker to announce a meeting of the committee on education

Territorial

2

Faywood

1.

Mr. Abbott, of

SlUlit

OSK0000

lector. The bill was referred to the
committee on finance.
Mr. Reach Introduced House Joint
Resolution No. 2, for a new election
and registration law.
House Joint
No. 2
resolution
was read.
Mr. Beach then moved
that the rules be suspended
and
house Joint resolution No. 2 be read
the third time preparatory to passage. He gave as his reasons that as
other members were contemplating
the Introduction of similar bills, they
could confer with the proper committee and draft a bill that would be
suitable to all, thus saving time.
The motion of Mr. Reach prevailed
by a unanimous vote.
Mr. Ruppe moved thut house resolution No. 2 be now passed. The motion carried unanimously and the
resolution was declared pfissed by the
speaker.
House Joint resolution No. 3 was
Introduced by Mr. Reach and read by
Chief Clerk Staplln. It asked that
the assembly members be supplied
with a vest pocket edition of a roster
of territorial officials, members of the
legislature, committee, etc.
Upon motion of Mr. Reach, seconded and carried, the rules were suspended and the resolution was read
a third time preparatory to passage.
Upon motion of Mr. Klernbaum,
seconded und carried, the house passed resolution No. 3 unanimously.
Chief Clerk Martin of the council
then announced that I'resident Spless
had signed council Joint resolutions
Nos. 1 and 2 and council memorial
No.

SHUt

hwuM

i

to the well and began to draw water
from It, when Jones appeared In his
adobe door with rifle In hand. He
fired, the bullet penetrating the body
of Jill! IJespain. Refore Jones could
shoot again lie was a corpse. I.ynn
r
a In hud killed him. Kill le- j pain will recover.
i

Highly ot
(iiamlK-rlaln'Cough Rcmwl).
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the superintendent of Cart Service at Kings- - .
ton, Jamaica, West Indies Islandd,
says that she has for some years used
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
coughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found it very beneficial. She
has Implicit contidence in it and w ould
not be without a bottle of it in her
home. Sold by all druggists.
A

Jamaica

liOtly HncaKs

lKMill.

COMICS TO MKS. JtOSI:. SOX Ol' Ml. HtKl
ACCIDKX TALLY SHOT.
On Sunday night another Rosebud
Word haB been received from
made her appearance at thu Dow
Ariz., of an
accidental
home, where Mrs. N. S. Rose la mak-

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
BEST AMERICAN BLOCK
PER TON
SS39

Si)

WOOD
BIO LOAD OF MILL WOOO
FOR
S2.25 AND
$2-7-

John

S.

502 SOUTH

5

Beaven

FIRST STREET.

Thos. F. Keleher

shooting which will probably re,ult
fatally to the young son of l'h.
l.
the well known business man Headquarters for Low Price
of thut section.
From, information
received it appears that the Freuden-tha- l on Leather, Paints, Varnish
boy was playing with the little
Jap-a-la- c.
son of Sheriff Anderson, who had se- Brushes and
cured a
revolver from 'i
408 Wttl Rallrtmd Awmm
bureau drawer In his home, and that
In some manner the gun was discharged, the bullet passing through
the left vhoulder of the Freudentlial
COMING EVENTS
lad.
The course of the bullet wa
i:.mi:i v.vn:n thky
determined, but so far the doctors
Kii.ii ami Aiti: Acgi im:i) have been unable to locate It. Rlood
A Douglas dispatch says: Refused
1
cUtiA
Richard,
poisoning Is feared und the little vicKclruar
.i canteen of water from a well In the tim may be taken to l.us Angeles for Third, by J.ibo Grffitb.
white and burning heart of the Colo- treatment.
February 6 Si Hopkins.
rado desert, two men killed another
FVhruarv 6 Mo&sencor 3ov.
I low to Cure Chilblain.
last Saturday, and u coroner's Jury
Keliruary ') OTeaton Clarke.
said that the killing was Justifiable.
"To enjoy freedom from ChilFebruary 11 Julius
Lost In the endless sweep of blains," writes John Kemp, ftast Otis-fiel- Charles llaiifnrd.
sinds, Rill and I.ynn Despaln. while
Me., "1 apply Rucklen's Arnica
March 11 The Couaty CtiAinuAJt
prospecting, cunie upon the hut of Salve.
Have alo used U for salt T'J.3 is the yuuser perforinauce of
Arthur Jones, u gray old man, own- rheum with excellent results." Guar- tbe jcu.soq
ing the only well within a day's hard anteed to cure fever sores, Indolent
ride of Rear's well. They asked per- ulcers, piles, burns, wounjs,
G.ve ut your ROUGH DRY wjrfc.
frost
mission to fill their canteen, and he bites and
diseases 2c at alt Mcuday, and get it back V4aeLi
refused it. Thirst-mathey turned drug stores
Imperial Laualry Co.
ing her temporary home.
The little maid and her mother are doing
nicely. We do not know how her
father will survive, so many honors
coming all at once. On New Year's
o
he began the publication of the
Outlook, and on the 14th of
the month was elected Justice of the
peace of his precinct. We hope that
the Judge will not need an extra-size- d
hat. when again he visits our town.
Ivilaricia News.

Freu-dentha-

e.

Car-rizoz-

Cur
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'Independent,'
reform.' 'good government'
movements that have behind them naught but colossal
The
egotism or tha worst kind of political selfishness.
only reform that arc permanent must bo achieved by
All
the veders within party lines and organizations.
other movements are bound to be ephemeral and barren
of permanent results."
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ADVERTISE THE TERRITORY
and tiiianswerttble
The Untie has a
editorial tirtlele aRalnst the Hbulltlon of the bureau of
Only Its length prevents The Citizen from
Immigration.
copying In full. However, here are samples:
Advertising In one form or another nettled the
I "ill ted States. The first white men that reached New
Mexico came because It had been advertised that this
The
eouutry abounded In gold and preelous stones.
middle west was settled because It was advertised that
California
Its bottom lands were marvelously fertile.
was created by advertising. At first advertising of the
resoui-ceof newly discovered or explored regions wa
not done scientifically; It whs by word of month, by let
ters, by poster, or as In t'oronndo's day. by Dame Humor.
Hut nowadays, progressive communities do not depend
upon these slow and haphazard ways of letting their
Advertising
Mdvantages and attractions be known.
bureaus are organized. Iirge corporations have their
advertising? managers; railroads employ a staff of advertising agents, and advertising has been reduced to an
xact science that brings results commensurate with the
fklll and thoroughness with which It Is done. New Mexl"
ro, too, Is reaping wonderful proilts front advertising
Itself. Its climate, Its undeveloped and developed mineral
wealth. Its fertile lands. Its scenic attractions and Its
d
To
manifold resources and advantages.
for this work upon private agencies would, be
equivalent to the Santa Fe rallwny system's abandoning
ItH advertising campaigns and depending altogether upon
the stood words of the passengers It carries or the shippers for whom its does business. Just us the Santa Fe
system and other great railroads are actually founding
iew mugaclnes to advertise their lines, are doubling their
appropriations for advertising purposes. It would be a
piece of folly to abandon the territorial bureau of Immigration, which with the expenditure of a few thousand
dollars a year. Is accomplishing results that pay enormous dividends upon the amount Invested, dividends
AKuiiist which those of the Standard Oil company dwindle
into Insignificance. No sane business man abandons the
best paying part of his business when he foe Is the need
No great business enterprise gives up
of economising.
Ha central advertising department because Its clerks or
Its agents are also advertising It all they can. New Mexico may be able to economize along more than one line,
but it certainly cannot afford to abandon the systematic,
official advertising of Its resources; at least, not as long
us It has millions of acres of public land and has any re.
sources of consequence to develop.

?
APPEAL TO WOMEN AGAINST
HABIT OF TAKING DRINKS 8
XJOOOOOOOOOOC

(By lloatrleo Fairfax.)
Hear Miss Fairfax:
I am 19 years old and would like to have your
advice on the following: Over a year ago my chum
and I met two oung men, who made an engagement
with us and brought us to supper. The men ordered
wine, as did my chum, and so as to be game I ordered
wine also, which 1 regret to this day.as I believe It
made me say things which 1 would not have said otherwise.
I told the young man I was with It was the first
It
I had ever taken, and he said he regretted
very
tmich. I told him It was my first and last, but the
following week he met me at a restaurant and there
was wine on the table. I told him I did not take any,
but he said he did not believe me, and that f would
be liable to take It with any fellow.
I regret it so
much that I would do anything to get back his respect,
as I think a good deal of him. I meet him occasionally, but he merely speaks very coldly. N. Y. Z.
Now, girls, If any of you have any doubts as to
men's opinions on girls drinking Intoxicants the above
letter may settle them.
There Is not one man In a hundred who likes to
see a girl drinking cocktails, highballs, etc. Men may
urge you to drink, but they think more of you If you
refuse.
"N. Y. Z," acknowledges that she talked unwisely
after having had something to drink.
There Is always danger of that. You know the old
saying, "Wine In, wits out." In this case I think the
young man has been unforgiving. The girl only too
the wine once, and sincerely repented having done so.
He should have seen that her repentance was genuine
and advlsd her to never touch It again.
No woman, whether old or young, can afford to
drink. It makes the young woman look old, and It
makes the old woman look older.
It coarsens the nature as well as the face. Women's heads are not strong, and the minute a woman
drinks spirits she begins to talk 'foolishly.
Her face
flushes and her eyes grow glassy.
You can't Imagine any woman looking attractive
Iti those circumstances, can you?
A naturally refined woman will make coarse or
vulgar remarks when under the Influence of Intoxi
cants. She will countenance Jokes that. In her right
mind, she would be horrified at.
She Is simply not responsible for what she says
THE SALTON SEA
or does. But she is responsible for having taken the
The Citizen publishes on its first page this evening a drink that affected her to such a degree.
Don't touch Intoxicants, girls; be satisfied with
special from Mr. O. E. Cromwell, for many years an honyour youth and health.
ored and useful citizen of Albuquerque, and one who
Let the only spirits you Indulge in be the spirits
wtill owns much property In the Ituke City.
Mr. Cromwell discusses the Salton sea mutter, and the propriety of youth and happiness.
of efforts of the government, or by any one else, to reXXXOOOOCO0XXDXXXXX50XXX
store the Colorado river to Its old chunnel.
He bases
fala objection to the eradication of the sea on two conHOW MCCARTHY CHANGED
siderations. One Is that if allowed to follow its present
WISCONSIN LEGISLATURE 8
ourae and fill the Salton sink, there will be formed In
1he far southwestern part of the Cnlted States a lake as
large as Ontario, and forming a second Puget sound,
They had u humorously chaotic way of making
rivaling that of the northwest, with deep sea harbors and
laws in Wisconsin five years ago, says Samuel Merwin
titles rivaling Seattle, Tacnma, Port Gamble and many in
an article In Success Magazine, describing a unique
others of less Importance.
These cities would become
railways, and the value of Information bureau conducted as an adjunct to the
terminals of
state legislature, before Charles McCarthy,
the change to the southwest, for the new lake would not Wisconsin
1
land locked, but connected through the Gulf of Cal- with an Idea and a PhD., walked Into the Capitol. Nobody had ever heard of him; he had no money; he was
ifornia with the Pacific ocean.
only twenty something; the Ph.D., was a thing to be
Mr. Cromwell's second point is that the accumulation of the water In the lake has ajready had a per- forgotten as soon as possible; and so he was reduced,
ceptible effect on the rainfall in Arizona and New Mex- ut the start, to his idea. With this idea, a strain of
ico, and such rainfall will be Increased with the Increase fighting blood, and the hint of a brogue that honors
Sod, McCarthy changed the scheme of lawmaking
of the lake in size, till the now nearly urid southwest the
will become one of the most fruitful agricultural coun- at Madison, in five years, from a disastrous chaos to a
tries of the world, having the three essentials of soil, cli- scientific system.
There was a cobwebby old law In the statute books
mate and moisture.
nobody but McCarthy had given u thought to.
which
Mr. Cromwell has evidently well studied the subject.
It stated that fifteen hundred dollars should not be apThe Citizen hopes that all Its readers will carefully pon- propriated
for the establishment of u special legislative
der what he has to say. Many scientists have looked Into library, which
should be In the capitol. A little dig
the subject and while there seems to be no doubt as to ging brought up
the Interesting fact that the "not"
great
sea, some Hay that the date as
tiie formation of the
not been In the law as passed. McCarthy called
to climatic changes have not so far been sufficiently stu- had
on the attorney general, and got an opinion to that
died.
Then, with his law in his pocket, he went
The only argument in opposition to allowing the sea effect.
to the capitol to enforce It In person. He got
to form Ik that It would destroy 100,000 acres of irrigated around
land, on which seven or eight crops of alfalfa may be out his Ph.D., dusted It off, took It over to the Univergrown every yeur. and which may otherwise be made to sity of Wisconsin, and got himself appointed faculty
Kiight young
blossom as the rose, and also that It will obliterate the lecturer on "Comparative Legislation."
from everywhere, soon heard of him, came
Itomea of 12,000 people, now distributed among many graduates,
to Madis
and went to work under McCarthy for
small towns in the Imperial valley. Hut what would nothing.
He had so manuged it that the work they
Itils loss be compared to the Infinitely greater good us did
for him was credited to them at the university.
le(iirted by Mr. Cromwell?
So there he Is, modest, immensely earnest, but full
of healthy outdoor vitality and real Irish humor and
PUBLIC PAYS FREIGHT
enthusiasm. The Wisconsin legislature no longer works
Henry Clews, in his llnaneliil review for Saturday, In the dark. It no longer meekly bows to the arguments of the paiil lobbyist. When that gentleman apnays:
ure taken
The most significant feature in the money situation pears before a committee his statements
Is the avalanche of short term railroad notes pressing down, sent up to "Mac," and through the mill.
When
upon the market. What does it mean when a property he again appears before that committee he Is confrontlike the Southern railway has to pay practicully 7 per ed with Ids arguments and the real facts of the case,
notes-.- '
for ir,000,000 of three-yea- r
Such u trans- in parallel columns. This is a good training for the
action, of course, shows extreme need of the corporation paid lobbyist; it makes him sareful about whom he lies
for funds; It also shows, what Is more significant, that paid lobbyist; it makes him careful about whom he lies
the money market Is still suffering from excessive strain. passage a bill drawn up in the office of a "publle serMany other large corporations
Industrial us well as vice" corporation, he knows, now, that his hill will go
railroads are greatly In iieiMl of new capital in order to upsturts," that McCarthy's trained men will dissect It
of theirs, and will reduce It
..dde them to meet current demands. Conditions In In that
both the flock and bond markets are unfavorable to igbt down to its elements. It is no longer a case,
raising funds by new Issues of stock or bonds. There Is in Wisconsin, of simply compromising between the
uo other resource left, therefore, except that of short various "special interests affected by the bill." The
term notes.
Fortunately these are being taken with legislature knows better, now. because McCarthy, upcomparative freedom by Investors, who find It profitable stairs, is shoveling out the unassailable, irresistible
to exchange them for stocks and bonds yielding 4 to 6 facts gathered ami collated, with cold, mathematical
per rent; for in tha one ease the buyer is reasonably accuracy, by scientists.
ure of having his principal returned unimpaired when
vaooo
the uotes nvalurc. while in the other he must take the
SOME
MORE
FIRST
TIME
chances of a matei ial depreciation during the next one,
two or three years. Tin- . fT. i t ..f Mich conditions is
IMPORTANT CONTRIVANCES X
not only upon the Mock market, but upon
00XXX0XXX)XXXXOOOOOOOOOCJ
iMwids. the market Tor
hirh has been more or less
The Mist horse railroad was built in S 2 7
Holc4l. Many more millions or these short term oblThe fust sulphur match was made in 1M.".i.
igations are in sight, and tile;
destined to exercise
:;u.
The first iron steamship was built in
an imiMirtarit influence upon market values.
The first steel pen wus made in 130.
For this greufer Interest, The Citizen begs to remark,
Ships were Urst "copper-bottomed- "
in 1S:!7.
the pstrolis of railroads must a lh.- rreluht.
omnibuses were intiodticed in New York iii li30.
Knvelopes were first used in 1S39.
The demoela; cu t. HI of this cit e. Ills lo have give'i
The til st anesthetics were used in Isil.
up uli hope of ai.l and comfort by Hie legislative house
'ouches were Hist used in England In l.'.ti'J.
in the nefarious effort which, as all know, the organ lias
The lirst steel plate wus made in 1S30.
o long been making lo disrupt tin republican parly "I
The Franciscans arrived in F.ngland in IS.'I.
New Mexico.
So, in despair, it turns and slobbers all
The entile Hebrew lilble was printed la lid,
over the council, in idiotic eni.rt lo give the members
'odd was Hist discovered in California In 1849.
taffy, lluviug first stigmatized tin in as liursum s tools
The lirst telescope was used in F.ngland in 1S0S.
it now has 'suliieieiit confidence in the statesmanship und
liii'istianity was introduced into Japan in 104s.
luitriotism or the
composing
the upper
.iiciiicn
The lust almanac was printed by !eo. Von
branch "
s
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MIO.Vr fUOIt ll,
Iowa, will give his
famous lecture "Simple Life." This
is the final attraction. Reserved seats
not held after 8:15.

of Des Moines,
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T. C. NEAD, Treatarer m4 Maaaer
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SUIgIMTOSH

MUSIC DEALERS

i

HARDWARE CO,

FAVOKAKLK.

1'ltOM MANAUKH

NOTHING
TO CLEAR OFF
All Goods Are New And
Stylish.

PrlcCutlorRtotThl

Boy's fine overcoats. .. .$ 2.75
$14.50
$25 Men's overcoats
$20 Men's suits, good as
$12.50
made
$14 business suits for . . . .$ 8.75
Elegant Ladles fur for ....$ 4.75

T. M AH ARAM
516 W

i:itKM'K OF

t;ito

Tex.. Jan.
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Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A. GIOMI.
WMOLKBALK DKALKRB IN

A

v.

i

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wa

kaap avarylblng la Hoek to outfit tho
most fastidious bar eontploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jos. S,
8ehlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louie A. B. C. Brewerlee; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Monarch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received bj us from the best Vlserie.
DlBtlllerles and Breweries In tne United Stat s. Cell and Inspect
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Prlee List,
Issued to dealers only.

or

Humphrey

HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it.

Simple,
GENERAL

Cheap,

CONTRACTOR

Economical.

NEAR OOLD AND 9KVENTH
AUTO. RHONE MO, SOB

The Albuquerque

EAT MORE

Gas, Electric Light
and Power Go.
Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phone Red 98

i:i:.

Professor A.
P. Hartley, corn expert and charge
of corn breeding Investigations, I'ni-te- d
States department of agriculture,
ind Professor T. S. Johnson, of the
agricultural und mechanical college.
were the principal speakers at the
of the
second annual convention
association.
Texas i 'oni Growers'
which com meiK'ed here today. In
connection with the convention there
is a capital corn show and upwards
of $200 will be awarded and experts
are present to Interest the members
i all matters that will enable them
to make more out of their acres of
on and to know good corn by sight
and not by report.
Waco,

Consolidated Liquor Company
'

OVALS

NewJ!t.
farnutioii
York.
Jan.
day was observed here. The pink
evl- In
carnation was everywhere
lence. Tonight the union league will
banquet at ltelmonlcos when speeches eulogestlc of tlte late President
McKinley will be delivered.

i vvs ok9.
iHJ

Railroad

I

Cdu. Mellnl, BcrUr7
u. uacnecni, Treuarer.

A. D. Johnson

blow Visits Tomb.
Canton, (., Jan. 29. Canton
Informally, hut generally observ
Special
McKlnley's birthday.
ed
patriotic programs were held in most
of the schools, and the pink carna
In
evidence.
tion was everywhere
was driven to the
Mrs. McKinley
cemetery in the afternoon with u
large bunch of carnations for the
tomb of the late president. A floral
piece bearing the card of leo. It.
t'ortelyon was placed on the casket.

AXM Al.

Month

3. P. Eakin, President
O. Gloml, Vice President.

$8

HONOIl PUKSIIUIXT Mc- K I N LEV'S AN XIV Ells A K Y.
Washington, Jan. 29. As the carnation Is said to have been President
McKlnley's favorite flower, thousands
of Americans all over the world, are
today wearing It In honor of the anniversary of the late president's birthday. The carnation league of Ameri
ca Is now a strong organization much
as the English have established
a
primrose league In memory of Lord
were worn
Heaconstleld. Carnations
by all members of the house of representatives, democrats and republi
cans alike. Never before lias the
homage been so uniform. Employes
of congress and officials and clerks
in the various executive departments
all Joined and the entire force at the
white house appeared with the pink
or carnation upon the lapel of each
During President McKinley s
coat.
occupancy of the white house he
laily wore bis favorite flower.
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Yeart the Standard of Piano Construction)
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Nr HITSON
MUSIC OO.
(Established 1882.)

of foods
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liolesonie bread
and note your gain
in Health, liitto in money saving, be
cause bread is cheaner th.-imerits
and
Just as gratifying
to the appetite. To get the best bread
ind other Hour product, alwavs nr- Bware of Ointments for Catarrh Thai ier mrri.it
iu:am."
Contain Mercury.
mercury
sense
as
will surely destroy the
PIONEER BAKERY,
of kinell an.l completely tfcrunga the
whole system when entering It through
90UTH
riRMT BTRKtT.
the mucous surfaces. Such articles
should never be used except on prescriptions In. m reputable physicians, as
inu uaiiuiiie they will uo is ten ioi.i lo pii.ks cu:i:i i
to ii days.
the Kond V"! can possibly derive from
l'A.u
olNT.MrJNT Is guaranteed
s
them. Hall I'atarrh Cure, manufactured to cure any case of Itching,
Blind,
l.y F. J. (iieimey & Co., contains no
mercury. a:,.i in taken Internally, acting Weeding or l'rotuding Tiles in
lo
directly upon the binud and mucous sur H days or money refunded. tOe.
system.
buying
faces of Hie
In
nail
O
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the gen
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JAX. 2H.TH OIK
uine, it is taken Internally una made
In Toledo, liiiii by F. J. Cheney & Co. I'llOXi: M Mill It Wll.Iy 1110 NO. 16.
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in Albuquerque
See Ours
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For the
Best Line of

in 14C0.
1'ercllssioli .i ll s uei
used ii, ibe 1'nited Stales
lie New Mexico legislature turn aside
from its great work In behalf of the territory of New aiiuy in ls3o.
Tlie lirst gl;
f.ciory in llie 1'nited Slates was
Mexico, lo work lor i:i TasoV Jf that place wants daylight trains on the Sama Fe into Kl I'aso, let it work lor built in 17 My.
The first
omplcic
wing luai bine was patented
such trains. Tlii'd foui lis ( tin- territory has no inby I. lias Howe in IMi;.
terest in Die mallei
hui ver
The lirst n inpei.ihce society was organized in 1M.
Tin- lusl daily i.cwspaper appeared in 17(11'.
,
..
According to lie- New M.i..ui, a
.iivinc.
The first newspaper printed in the I'uited States
i:u-b- l
of Oov ernor liatrcrimui. preached in Sant.i Fe on
Sunday, his subject being 'Hood Citizenship." He said w.is. published in Hos'.on Sept. 2 a, IT'ja.
.Morse sin ce.ssfiillv operated the lirst telegraph
in elliKi that unfm innately this ci for good government
in lx.i:",, bin did not demonstrate
it to the
a meat extent not an
beard all over the (ouul'ty is
Sold
Uruuuliiis. Price. 7!lc. tier bot sriti:i:i'.
world until 14:'.
cry;
i
tle
not
holiest
it does
onie Imm tne heart; It is rooted
II..
The
family I'll Is for constipa
union
Jan-nailirst
lake
Hall's
was
on
unfiiiled
1st
the
of
in selllsbiiess; it is fostered by llie iiieu who an- merely
Never can tell when you'll
770. over the camp at Cambridge.
It hail 13 tion.
IliiKer or sutler a cut, bruise,
.alter the things which have been taken possession of by M ripen
t
of
white
and
led und retained lie Knglisli cross
Our liHU.Il JtKV work doit's have scald. lie prepared.
Lr.
ilin.se whom they denounce. The New Mexican added:
to be Mah d over. Imperial Laun- - Klvclrie till instantly relieves
Thus, the people ale beginning to si.,, up coirictly the hi one corner.
t
I
K
ii
cures the wound.
The lirst shoeblack appeared In 17 50,
Why shoiiLI
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KKl'OKTS
PAULKY..
Mr. J. E. Pauley, manager of the
branch store established by Leurnard
reports
& Llndemann, at Estancia,
two piano sales and a most sattsfac- I
Inrv trmla o atnall inslrnmanta nrwl
the Victor and Edison talking ma-- J
chines and records.
The new store- - is not the largest In
the southwest, but Mr. Pauley, by de
voting his entire time to the business
and extending a hearty welcome to
all visitors. Is making It one of the
busiest places In the Estancia valley.
KKCK1VK
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH, Presides!
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H. H. Crawford, who has been the
guest of his brother, I,. B. Crawford,
left this morning for his home at
Mitchell, Ind. The former was accompanied by O. F. Lewis, a cousin
of L. H. Crawford, who has several
farms In the vicinity of Mitchell, Ind.
The Hoosiers came west about three
weeks ago, and there Is an Incident In
connection with the coming of Mr.
Lewis that is worth relating.
Mr.
Lewis Is a very remarkable man.
Mr. Crawford Is a business men In
Mitchell. One day his country cousin
came to town with a skinned calf for
the market.
"I'm going out to see
L. R. at Albuquerque," said Mr. Craw-ford- ,"
you had better come and go
along. I leave in two hours."
"Ah, go on. I can't go. If you
were going In two weeks, I would talk
to you."
"Yes you can." continued Mr. Crawford.
"What? Uo this way," Mr. Lewis
surveyed sis rural habltlments.
"Why, sure, go Just that way."
Mr. Lewis was equal to the occasion and two hours after they were
speeding westward to see their Albuquerque relative. A stop was made
In Chicago, and Mr. Lews purchased
himself a traveling outfit of clothes.
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Come In and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything In music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan,
116 South Second street.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

F.
PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS,
TABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND
501 North First Street.
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ways accompanied by the same charge
which Is not theft. Petty larceny was
the rhnrr on this occasion, however.
She lives In Dog Town and speaks
LOWER FREIGHT RATE no English so ratrolman Salazar acted as Interpreter.
"That was pretty cheap flour," observed the Judge,
man stole the (lour and carried
Interstate Commerce Com- it "A
to my house," said the lady through
the Interpreter.
mission Petitioned to Equal"We'll Just lock you up again unwe get the man who carried It to
til
ize the Situation.
yonr house," finished the magistrate.
Chief McMIUIn detailed a man t?
look up the man with a penchant for
CHEAPER KATE TO COLORADO flour, and the witnesses who had Identified the stuff were permitted to go. You

TERRITORY BIDS FOR

HUNDREDS

JOIN

THE BOOSTERS'

tid (or lower

freight rates when the United States
Interstate Commerce commission met
In Denver to adjust the freight rates
points.
on shipments from eastern
This 'reduction of freight rules wan
originally brought to the attention of
the commission by George Handed
of Denver, who alleged discrimination
by the New York, New Haven and
Hartford railroad and others. Commissioner Prouty sat In Denver to
hear testimony In the case and New
Mexico merchants, fearing the effect
on territorial business in the event
that Colorado was favored with a
lower rste, liled an intervening petition.
The New Mexico Wholesale Grocers' association was instrumental In
bringing the matter before the attent.
tion of the commission. George
Albuquerque manager for Gross
Kelly & Co.. M. W. Browne of the
Browne & Munzanares Co., Las Vegas,
and H. B. Cartwrlght of Santa Fe.
appeared before the commission and
liled the petition on behalf of the
Wholesale Grocers' association, which
Mercantile
includes the Remsberg
Co., Raton; Gross Kelly & Co., Las
Vegas; U B. Cartwrlght & Bro., Santa Fe; Jones Downes & Co., Silver
City and the C. N. Cotton Co., Gallup.
The petition states that in case
lower rates should be granted Denver
and Colorado points from the east
that the same rates should apply to
the New Mexico common points in order that there be no discrimination In
favor of Colorado distributing centers. The petition sets out:
1. That they are respectively engaged in the wholesale grocery business In the territory of New Mexico,
and have tholr places of business at
the points above respectively mentioned.
2. That they purchased goods at
Missouri river
Chicago, St. Louis.
points and other points eust thereof,
to their reshipped
all of which are
spective places of business over the
roads of the Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway company; the Den
ver & Rio Grande Railway company;
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
Railway company; the Southern Pa
cific Railway company; the Santa Fe
Central Railway company and other
railroads.
3. That they, distribute the goods
and merchandise In which they respectively deal, at various points'
within the territory of New Mexico
and the territory of Arizona.
4. That the rates of freight charged
petitioners for shipments from eastern points to their respective distributing points are largely based upon
rates, from such eastern points to Colorado common points, and such rates
are made with a view to enabling petitioners and other wholesale dealers
in the territory of
and distributors
New Mexico to meet and compete w 1th
any rates that can be made by wholesale dealers und distributors nl said
Colorado points.
to Colorado
5. ' That If the rates
common points upon the different
classes of classified goods and upon
many goods which have commodity
rates, should be lowered, without a
corresponding reduction to New Mexico points, such lowering of rales
would seriously allect the business of
your petitioners, and would seriously
injure them, and would compel them
from business, in
either to retire
some Instances, or to obtain from the
said Atchison. Topeka & .Sanrti Fe
Railway company, the Denver & Rio
Grande Railway company, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway
company, the Southern Pacific Railway company; the Santa Fe Central
Railway company, and other railroads
of the rates which
a readjustment
your petitioners now receive from
said companies.
6. That it Is not the intention of
this petition to object to or protest
against the giving of reasonable rates
to Denver, but if any class or commodity rates are lowered to Denver
from eastern points, then a corresponding reduction should be made to
points In New Mexico.
Wherefore, your petitioners pray
that they may be permitted to file this
their petition in intervention, in this
proceeding, anil may be allowed to
introduce evidence in support thereof.
Ar-no-

.
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HAYS IN JAIL 1'OK ASSAl'LT- -
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A mativeness and a knife got Jose
Garcia into trouble last night. As
his name indicates. Jose Is a native.
He importuned a Mrs. Wright, who
had entered a saloon, but the woman was proof against his blandishments and ran. Jose, according to
testimony, pursued her for a block
or two, then the police got Jose and
locked him up In the city jail.
Mrs. Wright Is a very brunette
Jose Is a light saddle color.
Mrs. Wright swore that Jose threat
ened her with a knife but there was
IV, evidence to show that he did.
aside from her testimony. Jose de
clared he did nothing of the kind, al
though he admitted having thrown
the knife away before the police ar
rived. His replies to an interrogative
from Judge Crawford as to why he
purposely lost the knife were rather
confused.
"Thirty tlays in jail," said his hon
or, and Jose saw his finish.
s.

IMPROVEMENTS

ATLEARNARDSLINDEMAN'S
TO UK I'M',.
TITIONKD OFF, WHICH WILL
I'ACII.ITATK TRANSAtTION
OF IUSXF,SS.

LAUGK

Will

Arrangements are rapidly maturing
tor one of the warmest times ever
seen in this neck of the woods, on
Thursday night of this week when
the Boosters' club, which Is intended
d
to Include every
man In
this city, comes down the line from
the Alvarado hotel In marching array.
Lead by the American Lumber company band and pushed along by the
Learnard & Llndemann Juvenile bond
the boosters of Albuquerque, hemmed
in on all sides by approving thous
ands, will move through the streets
of the city to the Elks' opera house.
where they will listen to speeches In
tended to inspire within them an Increased desire for the city's growth
in every practical way. The Boosters'
club Is an outgrowth of the "Bobble
Burns" banquet of last week and has
for Us motto "50,000 population for
by 112." Yesterday
Albuquerque
afternoon the committee, consisting
of Mayor McKee, Col, Borradallc,
Dr. J. W. Elder, J. B. Herndon, D. A.
Macpherson, M. L. Stern, J. N. Cof
fin, R. W. Hadden and Maynard Gun- sul, held a meeting nt the Commercial club, at which arrangements were
made for the parade and mass meet
ing on Thursday night and every loy
al Albuquerquean is expected to meet
at 7:30 o'clock in front of the Alvarado to join In the parade, which will
be under the marshalshlp of Colonel
Borradaile. At the opera house there
will be music by the Kilts orchestra
and speeches will be made by Messrs.
George S. Klock, H. B. Fergusson,
President W. G. Tight, Dr. George T.
Gould, "I'ncle Johnny" Bearrup and
other well known spellbinders. Another meeting of the committee will
be held tomorrow afternoon at which
it is expected that the plans already
made for the interesting event will
be elaborated.
At yesterday's meeting the following committee on permanent orgaulzjttlon was appointed:'
Messrs. Elder, Stern, Hadden, Gunsul
Messrs.
and McKee.
Hadden and
Stern were appointed to look after
the big transparencies and banners
for the parade and Mr. Hadden to
arrange for the music.
So be a booster and help along the
good cause. What made Pear's soap
was their picture with the expression
"Good Morning. Have You Used
Pear's Soap?" which became a byLet
word throughout the country.
the slogan be "Good Morning. Are
You a Booster?"
This Is the best thing that ever
happened In the Duke City and It behoves every patriotic citizen to become a booster, and do all In his
power to accomplish the objects of
the club, which are to secure for our
city by 1912 a population of 50,000,
and to develop the natural resources
of the vicinity and of the territory,
and also bring here new industries,
the great
and make Albuquerque
convention city of the United States.
It can be done If only our citizens will
keep with the Boosters' club.
Boosters Hadden and Stern have
been out this forenoon and report
great enthusiasm. The druggists are
all making large quantities of colored
fire, red, green and white, which they
will burn In front of their stores inuring the passing of the parade Thursday 'night, and we suggest that every
merchant follow up their example.
The druggists will supply the lire if
ordered in time us they have to manufacture It; the cost is not much. The
merchants are also ordering parade
banners with suitable mottos and the
parade will be the greatest even seen
in Albuquerque, or any other city.
able-bodie-

William Noah Balance, a negro,
who blew Into Albuquerque last fall
shows, was arwith the Sells-Flot- o
rested last night for drunkenness.
William Noah Is versatile which Is at
tested by the fact thnt he has fol
lowed no less than four avocations
since he remained In Albuquerque
while the circus went on without
him. He has successively been engaged as hostler, dishwasher, cook
ami waiter at as many different places
where repast Is served for benst and
man.
William Noah promptly replied
"gnilty," when the magistrate recited
the charge, and the court after sizing
up William Nonh's stalwart frame
and rellectlng over Its possibilities hi
the way of pick and shovel, lisped
"five days" so that Street Commis
sioner Martin Tlerney may work out
a trial Balance on the streets.

EXTENSIVE

CLUB

See Them In the
Great Parade and Mass
Meeting Thursday Night.

Would Prove Knock Out Blow to
TIERNEY TO WORK
Territory Dealers Without
Same Rate.
OUT A TRIAL BALANCE
New Mfxk'u put in lis

EVENING CITIZEH.

ALBUQUERQUE

SALESROOM

Workmen are engaged today in
stalling some extensive improvements
&
in the Interior of the Learnard
Llndemann music house on Gold ave
nue.
To

of
facilitate the transaction
business and permit several instru
once,
two
being
out
at
tried
nients
talking machine rooms will be llxed
present
salesroom.
These
inside the
will be wainscoted half way up from
will be
the floor and the remainder
made of plate glass. A private piano
salesroom will be another feature
when the Improvements will have
been completed, and a new office
which will be placed in the balcony in ALBUQUERQUE CAPITAL
the rear of the store. A wide stallway In the center of the store will
INTERESTED AT WILLARD
lead up to the office, which vlll be
ocnveiiiently arranged
The work Is being done by J. V.
Tegner. The new fixtures have been
A. DYE RETl'RNS I'RO.M 1II
completed and the men are now getTRIP THERE, WHERE
ting them In shape for permanent
HE ESTABLISHED M
placnient.YARDS.
LlnThe growth of the Learnard
demann business has been so exten1. A. Dye, the well known lumber
sive as to necessitate arrangements magnate of this city, returned
last
so that a number of customers can night from Willard, Torrance county,
be taken care of at a time. At prespurchased
estabhe
lots
and
where
ent It Is necessary to wait upon only lished the Wlllurd Luinuer company,
one customer at a time, especially is which Is composed of himself, J. B.
this true when the instruments are Herndon, George A. Kaseman and It.
played for exhibition purposes.
K. Herndon, all of Albuquerque.
The
The completion of the improve- latter gentleman was Installed as local
e
underway
the manager, and the Willard yards will
ments now
interior of the Learnard & Linde-maibe supplied with lumber from
the
store very fiiuch after the man- company's saw mills in the Manzano
ner of the large music houses of the mountains.
east, where these arrangements ob"While at Willard last Saturday,"
tain,
said Mr. Dye, "the business of Dun-lav- y
Mr. Learnard state.l this morning
Ac
Jackson, general merchants,
that he expects to arrange for afttr was transferred to Bond & Go., of
noon musical recitals at the store In
who are the new purchasers.
the near future.
Mr. Jackson retires altogether, but
Mr. Dunlavy will remain as the local
manager."
LECTURE
UNIVERSITY
Mr. Dye says Willard Is Improving
rapidly, business houses and residences going up in all directions, and
"To spend your days doing the most many homesteaders
coming in and
good for the greatest number, when taking up lands. He predicts a bright
you must play the villain at night," f ut lire for Wlllurd.
is the way Mr. John Griffith put it
when questioned upon his lecture
which he has so kindly volunteered LOCKHART SECURES JUDG- to give to the students of the University on Friday afternoon next.
T IN MINES CASE
Mr. Griffith
further said: "We,"
meaning his company and himself,
"are going to play 'King Richard, the
Third' at the Elks' theater on Friday I'WMHS IIIK.VIION Mv At; UN
night, and as we arrive In a spelcal
REACH SI PREME COIHT
OF THE I'MTED STATES
train in Albuquerque early in the
forenoon, I am going to give the stuAfter seven or eight years of
on Wm. Shakespeare
dents a
the famous Washington- mines
and his plays, so that they will better
grasp the beauty and meaning of his case draws to a temporary close only
again, for the Washvarious works. Of course, 1 don't to be
say this as a piece of
but ington Gold and Silver Mining comI do hope thut my lecture lo them pany will appeal from the decision of
will have a beneficial effect in their the Bernalillo county district court
rendered by Judge Abbott yesterday,
future work in this line."
Judging Mr. Giiftilh from ticto the snpieme court of the territory
with him, he is a deep and fi.'iu thence it Is highly probable
scholar nt Shakespeare and gentle- that it will iiK.iin go to the highest
man one seldom has the opportunity tribunal In the land. the supreme
of meeting, and I have no doubt our 'unit of Hie I. 'i.iteil Slates.
Judge Abbott's decision was a comstudents will be the gainer, both intellectually and socially by Jiis vi.sit plete victory for the original plaintiff
in the case, Henry LocMuirt.
to lie I'niveiMly.
The
original defend. ints In the case were
"Had dHpepia or indigestion for Lew Walker, Krank Fagaly, Charles
years. No appetite, mid what I did Pllkey. H. t. Leeds, J. A. Johnson.
eat distressed me terribly. Burdock Julia Johnson. W. B. I'hllden and F..
Blood Bitters cured nie." J. H. WalW. Iiilisoij.
Judge Abbott orders
ker, HHnbury, Ohio.
tie - i,
mis and M. P. Stamm
-

-

to convey to Henry Lockhart a Jeefl
to the mining properties reciting that
be Is the equitable owner of the same
and entitled to possession of the same.
The court orders the deed executed

and returned to court not later than
sixty days from the time the decision
was rendered.
Some of the best legal talent In ths
territory has been arrayed In the

liiddle, K'lieYal nil lie in.m-ugfor the Rock Island railroad, is
spending the day in the city, meeting
old friends and seeing landmarks fa
miliar to him twenty years ag when
he called Albuquerque his home. Mr.
Biddle Is accompanied by Mrs. Riddle and a party of friends. They arrived from California on (lie morning
train, and expected to leave at midnight for El Paso, where they will
take the Rock Island to pursue their
journey home-ward- .
"I like Albuquerque." said Mr. Lid-di"I came to the place in IsSi. and
entered the employe of the old Atlantic & Pacific, now knofcn us the Santa
Fe coast lines. I left here in '8K, but
have managed to visit the place at
least once a year ever since. My. but
it has grown.''
W.
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AND KENNEDY

This Exquisite Brass Bed
A Value of Values

.ui

K. moon r;oi;s To
CANYON TO TARE NTI'IMO
AT EL TOVAK.

mil

K

FITS.

An offering far above what
you have ever known at the
price. Stylish and highly artistic design, having two-Inc- h
tiihltio- In Ilia hlahltf nnttnheft
finish; thoroughly well
Tor satinwith
cross supports and
heavy spindles.
Come prepared for a big surprise, as you will pronounce
this the most decided bargain
you have ever seen.
In placing our order before
the lute advance, we are able
to offer this bed In either finish. full slie or three-quartsize at
TWKNTY-riVTIIIHTY-FIVDOLLAKS.
POLLAUS woitli
i

III lAJi

O

er

K

K

Other Brass Beds in all Prices, Varieties
Designs.

and

308-31- 0

.... Staab

Railroad Avenue

Building

Elks' Opera House

ONE NIGHT ONLY
Friday, Feb.

JUSTICE CHAVES FINDS
WALTER YORK INNOCENT
Walter York, who works out at the
American Lumber company's mills,
says that he has u kick coming. He
was dragged over to old town yesterday and before Justice of the
Peace Chaves In answer to a warrant
sworn out by A. B. C. Matthews, colored, who conducts a laundry on West
Silver avenue. The warrant
him with all kinds of crimes, he says,
from trying to burn up a house to
criminal libel. However, Judge Chaves failed to hold him on a single
count. York claims that Matthews
had him arrested because he tried to
collect some money the laundry man
owed him.

America's Leading
Tragedian,

REPORT OFJTHE CONDITION

JOHN
GRIFFITH

OK

The jBank of Commerce

and a superior company in a majestic

revival of

Shak-

espeare's immortal

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

At the close of business January 7, 1907

tragedy

King Richard
the Third

Don't let the baby suffer from ecsores or any Itching of the New Elm Proof Seville Ivqiilpmcnl
Novel Electrical KITocU, Rich
skin. Doan's Ointment gives Instant
and Correct Costuming.
relief, cures quickly. Perfectly safe
Startling Battle Tableaux and Every
ror children.
All druggists sell It.
Advantage.
75c, $1.00 anil $1.M
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
IVIivs
FOR RENT An alfalfa ranch. An
Inquire
Sale of seats begins Wednesday.
Ideal place for chickens.
Albright, 312 West I.ead avenue.
at Mat son's book store.
zema,,

Please Remember

RESOURCES
Loans and Discounts
Kurnlture and Fixtures
Heal Estate
Onsh
Duo from

$1,003,430.21
5,034.95
13.4 21. 7

117,4.2

other Banks

367,605. S3

II, 508.963.

7

LIABILITIES
Capital Paid Up
Surplus and Profits
Deposits

I 150.000.00
59,044.11
1.2S9, 919.68

'

II, 50$, 963.79
Territory of New Mexico,
County of Bernalillo ss:

.

That our stock of Groceries, Meats and
Provisions is always complete and our prices are right
STOP AND TAKE A LOOK
or telephone your order to Jthe
CHAMPION

GROCERY AND MEAT

622-(2- 4

T.

I, W. S. Strlckler, Vice President and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear thai the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLKR.
V, P. & Cash.
Subscripted and sworn to before me this 8th Jy of

MARKET

January,

Tljcsrc

LIVE AMD DRESSED POULTRY
BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL
prompt
delivery
to
all parts of city. Give us
orders solicited and
trial order. Our new Telephone Number Is SI.

slSSSgl

S

S

S

A. D. 1907.

R. M. MERRITT.

Notary Public.
M

CHAMPION GROCERY COMPANY

( 'orrect-Attes-

t:

SOLOMON LUNA,
J. C. R ALDRI DO E,
W. J. JOHNSON,

Directors.
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Chas. L. Keppeler
I
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New and Second Hand

Furniture Repaired,

FURNITURE

MATTRESSES

Household Goods,
Stoves, Ranges,
Chinaware, Crockery.

Made Over, Upholster
Ing and Picture Framing.
All Work Guaranteed.

315 and 319 South Second Street
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Convenience - Comfort - Security
The telephone
miktt the
duties lighter, the cares lets,
nd the worries fewer.

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - - l

C.

Proprietor

REMOVAL
. .

French Bakery . .
From 213 West Railroad Ave.

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

HANDSOME

Crockery
Souvenir
views or
Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

Jik loi" Sov y Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

The telephone preserve;
health, prolongs your life
protects your homo.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

Where to Dtne Well

m

MEETS MANY OLD FRIENDS

TO

Hereafter the Moon photographic
studio on Railroad avenue will be
CONTEST OVER SEAT
run by Khnwell and Kemmerer. Karl
K. Moon, according to report, will depart for the Grand Canyon within n
STARTS AT ESTANCIA fortnight,
where he will In charge of
the art department of Hotel Kl Tovar
where he will have n studio.
NOTIt'K SF.UVF.D THAT TI.ST.
Mr. Khnwell. who will be In perMOW WILL UK TAKEN T
sonal charge of the mislness, is n
LAS YKtiAS AND HELEN.
photographer with eighteen years experience In eastern galleries. Mr.
Attorney K. W. Dobson left Albu- Kemmerer Is n bookkeeper at the
querque this morning for Santa Fe, First National bank.
from whence he departs over the
Santa Fe Central for Kstancla, where
FOR RENT.
testimony will be taken tomorrow In i
house, with bath. North
the election contest case whereby
Hon. O. A. Larrazolo of Las Vegas Fourth street.
house, with bath, North
calls In question the right of Delegate Andrews to his office of dele- First street.
house. North Thrd street.
gate from New Mexico to the nationhouse, partly
furnished.
al congress. Mr. Dobson represents
Broadway.
Delegate Andrews.
I. F. Md'ANNA,
The testimony will be taken before
Room II. Grant Block.
J. NV. Corbett, a justice of the pence,
and it will probably require several
days to complete the examination of
witnesses.
Judge E. V. Long of Las Vegas and
Attorney E. B. Brumbach of Kstancla
appear for Mr. Larazolo. Notices
have been served that testimony will
be taken at Helen on February 1. and
Las Vegas a week later.
.

will-mak-

W. B. BIDDLE MEETS

r AGE

oak

VtoSt."

& Co,
Borradaile
117 W. Gold
Ave.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 522 West Railroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure of all drug
The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; yea
habits undertaken.
to Judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. W. McCORMICK. If. D.
Sixth street and Railroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

litl-gati-

BUYS FLOUR
CENTS THE

l.RA

AT

25

50 LB. SACK

l.sM.KOS M HI K

KS

liK- -

;aiv wiiii naiivi:. mil
IDIKK SI'MUII

WHOM

two s li ks i't' lliau
lijin a native for IS cents each,''
CUru Clsneros told Judge Crawford
In police court this liioriilii' when
shu was arraigned tor having stolen
th flour from the store of Moria &
zlrio, at 309 North Third street
fterday.
The Clsneros lady's name appears
fit:' !illy en police court records, al- '

I

liollKllt

tin-

To 202 East Railroad Ave.
Raynolds' New Building

self-flatter-

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

BALDRIDGE
NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER

.J. C.
DEALER IN

Have Your Hand

Read

by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
lias Arrifd, Will Remain

a

Short Time Only

I

s-

S PAINT Coven more, loots beat, wears the
longest, most economical; fall measure.
BCILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Psint.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MIX.

SHERMAN-WILLIA-

tells how
TdU Ihe past present and future. Reunites
to giiiu the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to sue
ceed In business, speculations, marriage, law suits', locates mlsersJ.
ItKADING, 85 AND 50 CKNT AM IT.
ROOM 33 GRAND CI0XTRAL HOTICL.

ALIiCQUERQUE

PAGE SIX.

STREET GAR FARE NOW AN ACTUALITY j

3-CE-

iriTERESTING EVENTS llll

0.

HOW THE VICTORY WAS WON IN CLEVELAND,
i;njoim.i
VKAIIS,

has

i

rou six
tonus COM
PAN Y

lOW I'Alli:
m auk.

1ivk-i-:n-

t

taui: company comk

A TRUMPlt 1XU
TO TK11MH
MAYOR JOHNSON THE PKOPLN
ANI ON K IONK M:VSPPF.n
('IMVII'ION.

Second, the old company
raised
suits which hud blockcars, allowing these
latter to come to the center of the
city.
Third, the old company, in return
for the privilege of being allowed to
run cars on those streets where It
has for two years been operating
with no legnl right, put Into operation on these lines at once a
cash fare, with universal trnnsfers.
the same rate made by the
company.
Also, the old company must pay
the city compensation (amount
to
Its Injunction
ed the

'"vUpmummH

a

'

.laimai) 27.

nt

issues
com-

manding a general advance to he
made against the confederates
on

J

1893

home

22.

James O. lilulne dies ut his
Washington at 11 a. in.

In

January

v

ar

HISTORY

12 - President Lincoln
"(ienerul War Order,' No. 1."

3K.

Meujamln Franklin Is
amined in the house of commons
1T66

Twenty-liv- e
28.
Cleveland. I .. Jan.
thousand people of this city are
now rldlnK fur
fure on street
railway lines whlrh run
through
territory In which they live.
This condition of affairs Is generally believed to lie simply the beginning of the end. In the great buttle for
fare which has been
waged by Mayor Tom I Johnson
for the past six years, during which
time he has thrice been elected mayor on a platform of
fare.
I'.fi jollied sl YrnrH.
1'he I. Kill lias been bittery waged.
The old tract Inn company (It was a
monopoly until the
line ran
Its first cnr. over on the west side,
several weeks ngo) has hindered the
lines by
construction of the
32 Injunction suits, distributed over
.six-yeperiod.
this
Several months ago, through decisions In the Ohio supreme court,
line at Inst gained the
the
right to build a track over streets
It
on the west side, where
held
franchises whose validity had been
contested by the mononoly, which
A. 11. 1)11 PONT.
through Injunctions had prevented
even the laying of rails for over Ave President of the Municipal Traction
years.
Co.
Made People Walk.
The line was rushed to comple- be fixed by arbitration) for the oction, after which came the latest In- cupancy of these streets during these
junctions, by which the old company, two years past.
the Cleveland Electric Railway comHie
Service.
pany, prevented the
cars from
As a result of all this, the
running over the tracks of the old
company which had been supposed compnny's cars now run from a
to be "free territory." This step point In the extreme western end
kept the
cars from reaching of the city to the public square,
the center of the city, and patrons while the old company Is operating
fare two lines from the
were compelled to walk over two at
considerable gaps in the Ifne to get extreme east end of the city to the
square,
public
and Issuing transfers
to the public square.
The basis for the latest injunctions from these lines to atl Its other
was the claim that Mayor Johnson lines.
had a financial interest In the
The next step Is to be the concompany, and therefore had no right sideration, by the council and the
to grant It franchises.
It was as- old company, of a plan by which all
serted that he had guaranteed cer- the lines of the old company will be
comtain obligations of the
taken over by the same holding company. This suit Is still in court, but pany which operates the lines of the
company, and operated at a
is no longer considered to be of any
Importance.
fare.
A Roily Mow.
This holding company plan, as deA few days ago the United States signed by A. B. du Pont, president
supreme court administered a body of the Municipal Tractfon company
blow to the old company by declar- (the holding company). Is, In brief,
ing that certain of its most valuable as follows:
franchises, which It had asserted ran
Holding Company Plan.
until 1914, had really expired March
The "water" is to be squeezed out
22, 1905. This left the old company of the stock of the old company unwith no legal rights In the streets In til every 1100 share represents an
question, while the
company actual value of 190. This leaves, of
held a franchise to operate
there, course, $10 of "water" still In. The
granted by the council a year ago.
same applies to the stock of the
Confronted with the necessity of
company, which has been opereither selling out its equipment in ated by the holding company
under
these streets to the
line and the same plan now proposed for the
getting out of the streets, or else see- old company.
ing Its tracks torn up 'and pitched
On this stock a rental dividend of
aside as Junk, to make room for the 6 per cent Is to be paid by the holdnew company's raits, the
ing company. Anything in excess
y quickly came to terms.
of this amount is to be used In bet- Injunctions Raised.
j terments
of the property.
First, a tempornry truce of 30 days
jne loiai issue or unwatered stock
was declared In the fight, during will be equal to the total physical
which time no aggressive steps will and franchise values of the proper- be taken by either side.
this is, the actual physical worth
t ty

viz:
the stamp act.
Carlos Lopez, Federlco Lopez. Fau-stl- n
department
War
directs
Garcia and Luis Garcia y GarOen. McClellan to arrest Gen. Stone, cia, till
of Carpenter, N. M.
who commanded at Bull's Bluff, on
MANUEL R. OTERO,
charges too Indifinlte to be framed.
Register.
He Is confined at Fort Iifayette six
months and then restored to duty
prm.ic.vno.v.
notice
without reparation or trial.
Department of the Interior. United
January 2f.
States Land Office.
1666 France declares war against
Santa Fe, N. M Jan. 20. 1907.
England.
Notice Is hereby given that Jose
1877 President approves electoral Grlego
y
of Carpenter, N. M.,
commission act to count the electoral has filed Garcia
notice of his Intention t
votes and to settle all questions that
five-yemake
proof In support
final
may arise concerning votes of Florihis claim, viz: Homestead entry
da. Louisiana, South Carolina and of
No. 9678 mude July 17, 1096, for
other disputed states.
the SE4 SEVi, Sec. 36, Tp. 10 N.,
Range 6E., and lot 1 and SKU NEtt,
January 30.
Sec. 2, and lot 4, Sec. 1, Tp. 9N.,
1649 Charles 1 Is executed.
Range 6E., and that said proof will
1778 France acknowledges Independence of the United States and be made before United State Court
H. W. S. Otero, at Alenters Into treaty relations. France Commissioner
agrees to send sixteen vessels and buquerque, N. M., on March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
4.000 men to America.
prove his continuous residence
1834 Richard Lawrence attempts to
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
to assassinate President Jackson.
viz:
d
1862 The Monitor, the first
Venceslado Grlego, Jose Armenta,
war vessel, Is launched.
Rafael Orlego and Carlos Grlego, all
January 31.
of Carpenter, N. M.
1677 Arrival of royal commissionMANUEL R. OTERO,
ers to Investigate the causes of the
Register.
rebellion In Virginia.
1781 Gen. Oreene takes command
NOTICE FOII riTH.ICATION.
of Morgan's army.
atgunboats
1883 Confederate
tack blockading squadron at entrance Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
d
of Charleston harbor, and Gen.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25. 1907.
and the confederate secretary
ir
Notice Is hereby given that
of state proclaim the harbor open to
Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
commerce.
S. his filed notice of his Intention to
Wlnfleld
1888 Commander
proof In support
Schlev Is promoted to captain. Ir. S. make final five-yeof his claim, viz; Homestead entry
N.
No. 9298. made May 1, 1906, for the
SEH NW14 and Nft SW'4. Sec. 30
February 1.
1862 William Penn
and eleven Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that said
other Quukers buy the remainder of proof will be made before II. W. 8.
New Jersey from the heirs of Car- Otero United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
teret.
1775 .Second provincial "congress March 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
meets at Cambridge, Mass.
his continuous residence
1776 Gen. Howe is directed not to to prove
use king's name in the exchange of upon, and cultivation of, the land,
viz:
prisoners.
Candelario Ruiz, Pedro Garcia y
1800 Commodore Truxton
has a
severe battle with the French manor-- Garcia, Jose Orlego and Luis Garcia
war
Vengeance, which escapes de- y Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
feat by sailing away In the darkness.
Register.
The quasi war with France ends with
this encounter.
NOTICE 1'OIt PUBLICATION.
1852 State house at Columbus, O.,
containing valuable pupers, is burn
Department
ed.
of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
1862 Confederate dollar worth 60
cents.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Daniel
1863 Confederate dollar Is worth
20 cents.
Jinso of Carpenter, N. M., has filed
1864 President orders u draft of notice of his Intention to make final
500,000 men: all to serve three years five-yeproof In support of his
or for the war.
claim, vis;
entry No.
Homestead
1865 Gen. Sherman leaves Savan 9461 made May 22, 1906, for
the
SWV, SEVI and SE
nah on his northward march.
SW, Sec. 12,
1865 The three confederate com Tp. 10N., Range 6E., and that said
missioners reach Fort Monroe; Sec proof will be made before II. AV. S.
retary Seward leaves Washington to Otero, United States court commishead sioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
meet theni at Gen. Grant's
quarters.
March 5, 1907.
1889 Extensive business property
He names the following witnesses
in Buffalo Is burned; loss, $3,000.- - to prove
his continuous residence
000; 1.000 persons thrown out of em upon, and cultivation of, the land,
ployment.
viz;
Lenndro Jaramlllo. Jesus Garcia,
2.
February
Donaciano Gutlerres
and Manuel
Is
Incor Gutlerres. nil of Carpenter,
1652 New Amsterdam
N. M.
porated, and an elective municipal
MANUEL R. OTERO,
government established.
Register.
1811 The president announces the
act
revival of the
NOTICE FOR I'l RI.ICATION.
against Great Britain.
ri
1812 John Henry, on
Department of the Interior, United
can, exposes a conspiracy of the Brit
States Land Office.
ish ministry and the governor of
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Canada to sow discontent In New
Notice is hereby given that Eduar-d- o
England with a view to its secession
Carter of Chllili. N. M., has filed
and union with Canada, for which notice
of his Intention to make final
Henry was promised $5,000 per an
r
proof In support of his
num.
viz:
entry No.
Homestead
Buchanan's mes claim,
1858 President
made Jan. 2, 1902, for the EV4
sage to congress declares "Kansas Is 6752
,
NK'-i12, Tp. 8N., 6E., NW14
at this moment as much a slave state NWVi, Sec.
Sec. 7. and SWli SW14, Sec.
us South Carolina."
Range 7E.. und that said
Lincoln, accom 6. Tp. w8N.,
1K6"
President
111
be mude before H. W. S.
panied by Secretary Seward, holds a proof
peace conference at Hampton Roads Otero, United States court commisat Albuquerque, N. M., on
with the three confederate commis sioner, 15,
1907.
sioners Stephens, Hunter ami Camp March
He names the following witnesses
bell.
prove
to
residence
i Miii
Senate passes civil rights upon, and his continuous
cultivation of. the land,
bill, which is Intended to confer on
siz:
freeiimen all the rights enjoyed by
Miguel Apodaca. Pablo Beldonndo,
liite men, except suffrage.
Montoyo and Celso Carter, all
1SS2
Congress grants an addition- Cidllo
of Chllili, N. M.
al pension to widow of Abraham Lin
MANUEL R. OTERO.
coln.
Register.
l!tn French extradition treaty
ratified In senate.
NOTICE FOII PUBLICATION.

IIOKACi: ANDREWS.
of tlie Cleveland Electric
I lull road Co.

plus the present worth of unexpired
franchises.
"Security Franchise."
It is expected that a "security
franchise" will be Issued to the old
company, along with the leasing plan,
under which. If the holding company
finds Itself unable' to opera;e the cars
at
fare, with universal transfers, and pay 6 per cent on the stock,
the property will be turned back to
the old company, with a right to
operate cars for a stated period, at
a rate of fare higher than 3 cents.
Mayor Johnson. President du Pont
and other
fare leaders are
perfectly confident that the required
profit can be made at a
fare.
President Horace E. Andrews, of the
old company, still maintains thut this
Is impossible, but the expectation is
thut Andrews and his advisors will
consent to the holding plan within
the next thirty days.
Want to Make Peace.
All will depend, of course, upon
whether terms can be reached regarding the valuation to be set on
the old compnny's plant, and the
terms offered in the security franchise. It Is believed that both sides
will be reasonable and liberal In all
mutters, rather than drag the fight
out any longer.
Mayor Johnson has won a glorious
victory. The people of the city have
stood loyally back of him in his
light, twice
him on his
fare platform at times when
It seemed as If the
monopoly
had him whipped to a standstill.
One uMr For People.
Just one newspaper In Cleveland
has bucked the mayor up from start
to finish, while all the others have
stood ridiculing
fare and abusing its promoters up to the very day
when the old company came to
fare. The one paper which has
stood for the people and the mayor
In the fight for lower fares Is "The
Cleveland Press." of the Scripps-Mc-Kn- e
League.
As a result of this long and finally victorious battle of the people,
Mayor Johnson
and "The Press,"
Cleveland bids fulr very soon to be
the first city In the country to have
universal
fare.
And the expected settlement will
murk the beginning or a new epoch
In this country in the dealings between municipalities and public service corporations.
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'onMiution causes headaches,

F HIS WHXINO WORKERS.

an elaborate cantata under the direction of Mr. Fisk. During the
Chautauqua season
he sings first
tenor with the Hesperian quurtet.
Mr. Flsk has now a duss of sixty
boys and girls. He is so completely
In accord with them thut he never

has to make a request for work to
be done.
Mrs. Fisk is as talented as her
husband. During Mr. Flsk's absence
on his brief singing tours, Mrs. Flsk
delivers delightful
chalk talks in
place of his sermons.

NAMED McCAl I.Y,
EDITOR
One H. E. McCauly, a hobo printer,
who blew Into this office Monday one
week ago and who was employed by
our office foreman worked until Saturday night ai 6 o'clock' when he
wus paid off and begun a glorious
old booze which lusted until Monday
morning, says the Tucumcari News.
During his play ut the whisky
glasses he tried the various gambling
games und when his week's sulury
was exhausted he began
drawing
checks on the Tucumcari First National bunk and forging the name of
the Tucumcari Printing company by
the editor of this paper as its business manager and cashed half a dozen or more checks in this manner.
He played the boys a lively Kume until he would go broke then he would
proceed to make some more checks.
The forgery wus not discovered until
MEN AND WOMEN. he wus out of town Monday so he
4a) for ud natural
made Ills temporary getaway, but if
In bifM.UiflsuiiidislUiiit,
4jciiarf
irribbiiuu or ulcrtiuu lie stays on earth he will never get
away as our officeis and those who
ut niieuli OMiitbr
I4il sw.rf n.ii r.o. have been bilked by him are not going to quit. He got two other prinmat fcr iMnWi
or flul IB pUm wrvt
ters who are employed in this office
, lor
into trouble by cashing checks on
'yim
tl""
'
k
OucuIm Witt ta (tu
them also. One of them Is In Jail

now for check work that in the opinion of this puper wus the vlllany of
McCauly. McCauly halls from Hooker, Okla., and we ure informed has
a wife there.

ff

A

PRINTER.
WORKED

Tlt t'MCARI

MILITARY CADETS
PRESENTED WITH RIFLES,
Capt. Jason W. James has mado
the cadets at the Roswell Military institute a present of twenty 2 2 calibre
rifles und a full equipment for target practice. His object is to encour-ug- e
the boys In acquiring skill OJ
marksmen, which he regards as a
prime requisite for the Americun citi
zen, whether soldier or civilian, so
that if he is ever catted upon to fight
for his country he cun show results
from the begiunlhg. Captain James
bus further shown his Interest in the
mutter by superintending the placing
of a target on the institute grounds.
As soon as the cadets have had Buf- lltient practice with these small guns,
they will be allowed to begin target
n
practice with the
ritleu secured for the cudets since Col.
Harlow, the United Htutes uimy offi
cer, was detailed for service at the
Institute.

n.iu- -

Kulwrllie for 'lite Fveiiiiig

Ciliet.

and Unsurpassed

DEPOSITS

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Erery Proper Accommodation,
New Account
Capital. 1160,60.00.

and

lolidte

OFFICERS AND DIRBCTOR3
Solomon Lun, President; W. S. Strlckier, V. P. and Caenler; yr. J.
Johnson, k sst, Cashier; Wo. Mclntoah, J. C. Bald ridge, Solomon Luna, A. M. BlackweU, Geo. Arnot, O. E. CrouiveU.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHI80N, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.

o

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orrtcrir

amo ommcro

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKKE
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

President
vice President

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

U. m. DEPOSITOR Y
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository lor Atchlsea, Topek

0

4 SaaU

1500,000.90
S25O.0O0.M

Fe Railway Cempany

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Clean Things to
Eat and Drink

f.I.
cannot be

are as desirable as pure

Unclean food
healthful. It is the method
of handlimj in the manufacture of a food product that
makes it clean or nudum.

Pabst

DlueRibbon
is manufactured from the
purest materials by scrupulously clean machinery.
From brew to bottle or ten
it is neper touched by human
hands and never come in
contact with anything but
pure, filtered air, and perfectly sterilized tubes, pities
in sealed storage t.iuks.
I

CAPITAL

. . .

tlve-ye.-

NV.. Ntt'ii

SWh.

Sec.

NOTICE

With ample Capital, Conservative Management and Representative
Board of Directors we are prepared to offer unexcelled facaUttes
for the transaction of all legitimate branches of Banktng
Business.
O. N. MAR RON, President;

HERNDON,

Cashier;

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Jan. 25. 1907.
Notice is hereby given tbat Juan
Antonio Garcia of Carpenter, N. M.,
has tiled notice of his intention
to
make final five-yeproof In support
of his claim, viz:
Homestead entry
No. 9297, made May 1, 1906, for the
S
SWH, Sec. 19, and K
NWVl.
Sec. 30. Tp. 9N., Range 6E., and that
said proof will be made before H. W.
S. Otero, United States Court Com
missioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt D ealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

StfT

viz:

y
Faustin Garcia, Pedro Garcia
Garcia, Carlos Lopes and Jose Griego,
all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.
If you want
au evening

results In advertising,
Cttlien want ad.

IF YOU ARE IN SUSPENSE
as to the best purchasing place for
finished building lumber dispel your
anxiety of mind by marching right
straight to this office. Our yard Is
stacked and stocked full of the
choicest output of the highest grade
lumber mills and you'll not turn away
on account of ourjirlclng.
RIO

GRANDE

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquette

00C0000
"OLD RELIABLE."

ESTABLISHED 1171.

L. B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carrie

the

bariest and Most Exclusive Stock of SUpl
in the Southwest

ar

tr

Wm. FARR, Vice President; J. B.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.

1.

FOR 11 ULICATIOX.

20,000.00

.

ir

and X',, Si;i,, , Sec. 2. Tp. 9N., Range
6E., and thut said proof will be made
before the United States Court Com.
s. Otero, ut Albumissioner. H.
querque. N. M., on March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, anil cultivation of, the land,
vli:
Venceslado Grlego Jose Armenia,
Rafael Criego and Jose Griego y
Garcia, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

$100,000.00

SURPLUS FUND

Department of the Interior. United
States Lund office.
Santa Fe. N. M.. Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Carlos
Grlego of Curpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his intention to make final
proof in support
of his
claim, viz:
entry No.
lioniesteud
9679, made July 17, 1906, for the

SVl

--
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Mina; foii rniMcvnox.
Department of the Interior, Unlte4
States Land Office.
Santa Fe. N. M., Jan. 25, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Luis
Gurcla of Curpenter, N. M., has filed
notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, viz:
No.
Homestead entry
9220 made April 17. 1906, for the
NW'i SE.;, NEV4 SWH, Sec. 19.
Tp. 90N., Range 6E., and that said
proof will be made before H. W. 8.
Otero, United States court commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M on
March 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
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WHY THERE AREN'T ANY BAD BOYS IN iSABETHA, KAS.

.Sabelha, Kans., Jan. '23. In this
The
town there are no bud boys.
odor of a clgaret upon the streets Is
unknown. There Is not a
novel sold. There Is practlcully no
standing around the corner at night
by young boys and girls. The boys
are polite and well behaving, and
nearly all of them go to church and
take an Interest In it.
The Influence of one man brought
all of this about. Usually boys do
not love clergymen.
But the llev.
C. L. Flsk. of the First Congregational church, has a way of making
i hem love him.
In thr
Mr. Flsk was a minister
Russian and Lithuanian district of
Chicago, where he found it difficult
to get In touch with the young people. He finally started an Industrial
school with a class of twelve.
When he left Chicago, 111 from overwork, seven years later, the class
had 400 members.
But when he reached Sabetliu he
found no downtrodden poor. Tha
young people of the entire town were
o
parents,
children of
and more than
tin the idea of starting an
Industrial class for the poor had to
lie abandoned.
Mr, Fisk believes thut young people have to be shown something material which the church gives them
before they realize what they receive
in a spiritual way.
Mr. Fink started an industriul class
to do what work lay at hand hi the
building of a gymnasium and church
library. The boys were Interested at
once in assisting in the erection of a
The girls were Interreal building.
Under the
ested in Its furnishings.
regularly employed
of
direction
builders the boys did what work they
could. The boys also did all the preparatory work for laying two blocks
of cement walk. They hauled rock
and sand, broke the rock and did
everything except the actual laying
of the cement.
They can get entertainment and
reading at the gymnasium. And can
meet and communicate
with each
other freely without the discomfort
of standing on cold corners.
Tho
boys and girls from other churches
are welcomed at the gymnasium.
gymnasium
Mr. Flsk holds four
io3es a week. He directs two basket ball teams, he instructs a boys'
4uart.t. Exery year the church gives
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little less than three minutes.
thank you kindly. I'm sure I tip- predate It ery much."
Mr. (illinore was supported by a
company worthy to be his support.
The scenic production were a mirvH
In reality.

It In n
I

The Room You Sleep In
nhould be restful to the eye as
well as to the body to prevent
thnt tired feeling when you get
up. One of our limn lied
und Princess Iireiwrs la a
thing of beauty and a joy for
ever, and a IiCgfrrtt & Halt
qnlng with an OHternioor
Mnttrr-- s

Is

fort.

a

life-lon-

plays

J. D. EMMONS
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John Griffith Is
pear at Elk' theater on Friday night.
tragedy.
Feb 1. In Shakespeare's
"King Klchnrd the Third." His management promises an excellent com-- .
pany. complete scenic and electrical
equipment and all else that Is needful to Insure a performance thnt will
delight the lovers of classic plays.
Mr. Grllllth's portrayals tire strenuous
He has lungs,
and Intellectual.
physique and discretion and many
critics are very enthusiastic over him.
He draws big audiences. Interesting
them very much and compelling admiration by his vigorous and sincere
work. He Is the best of our living,
native born tragedians, an enthusiast
In his profession and deserves the ex
cellent position he has attained. He
will draw a very big audience here on
account of his high standing as an
ictor, and his very great personal
popularity.
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In the Ring

E

U

At Yale." Proves a Very Ex-

at Juarez. Before

citing Human Interest
Story.

an Immense Crowd
of People.
Craving new sensations and fresli

j

"At Yale," Owen

Dm Is'

college

horrars of the ling, followers of bull play, 'as Paul Gllniore interpreted It DRINK PLENTY
flghtt8 were treated to a battle royal last night at the Elks' opera house
betweea a North Dakota buffalo and to an audience
that filled every seat

a vicious bull from Durango,

Mex.,

rightist? stock, at Juarez. Mex., Just
across the river from El Paso, Sunday afternoon.
For a half an hour honors between
the animals were even and then tho
bull sulkily retired to the Bide of tho
ring and refused to proceed with the
fight. Tho bulTalo Indicated he had
enough and did not press the advantage he was gaining as l do struggle
drew toward its close.
It was the largest crowd that ever
attended an event In the arena of
Juaros, across the Hlo (Irande from
El Paso. The novel event had been
well advertised and there was great
disappointment that blood did not
flow aaore freely, although there wa
pleaty of excitement while tho fight
was on.
Tko buffalo was the llrst gladiator
In the arena.
He stood pawing tho
gronaa and throwing up great clouds
of dust until the bull was turned in
Roaring like a full
to eagage him.
menagerie and foaming at the mouth,
tho haffalo primed himself for a second aad then made a rush for hU
quarry. The bull skirted forward at
the same instant. The two camo to-- .
gether with a crash that could be
heard for blocks.
Itlxoa Turns I'pou Human Tormentor,
Who Rarely KscapeH.
Following the impact the buffalo
fell back dazed and was aroused by
a picador, who hurried up and
prodded him with a pole. Knraged
at the Interference the bison turned
from the bull and tore after his huHe caught the picaman tormentor.
dor on the point of one of his horns
just as the man fell behind a guard.
It was a crucial moment, but the
picador escaped unharmed.
Then the battle of beasts was renewed. They came together a second time and locked horns. Then
each played for an opening to gore
his opponent. Unable to land on a
vital spot, the bull again crashed into
'
the head of the buffalo and staggered
him. There followed a fast and furious skirmish, the InifTnlo having the
advantage, but unable to make the
supreme lunge.
f the cheering
To tho disgust
thousands. Die bull hacked on" after
this round and ran away like u
whipped cur. He was bellowing like
a spoiled child. The buffalo plowed
the dust with his paws for a minute
in defiant attitude and then concluded he was vindicated and had enough.
The fight was called a draw, but the
lA.OOt spectators were unanimous in
declaring the North Dakota beawt the
victor.
WATER

RESOURCES OE
RIO GRANDE

VALLEY

The water supply of the Klo Grande valley from the southern border
of New Mexico to Santa Fe la described In Water Supply and Irriga-llo- n
Paper N'o. 1KX, "Water Resources of the Hio Irande Valley in
New Mexico
and Their Development." recently issued by the United
States Geological survey. The Investigations made in this region were
along two general lines, one pertaining to the ground waters and their
utilization, the other to the conservation ami storage of the surface waters. In the northern part of this
region a comparatively small amount
of water derived from the mountains
sustains a smull but permanent How
in the river, but in the southern part
the stream bed is often dry.
The
Investigation showed that much of
I he diminuation
In the volume of the
Rio Grande Is due to the fart that a
large part of the water of the river
sinks into I he porous material of the
' valley bottom.
So much water enters the ground from the river and
tributary streams thai there is opportunity for the development of underground water for irrigation. Water
Supply Paper No. 18, which nuiy be
obtained on application to the director of the United Stales Geological
survey, Washington, D. C, contains
an account of the geologic conditions
that affect the occurrence of underground waters and discussions of
quantity and quality of underground
water that is available.
There are
also descriptions of the arlou res- rvoir sites th.it have been surveyed.

"It

fitrJ

V! I.'uilg Trouble.
is now eleven years slnte I had

a narrow escapo from consumption,"
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
man of Kershaw, s. C. "I had run
down in weight io 135 pounds, and
coughing was constant, both by day
Finally I bean takand by ntfcht.
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
continued this for about six months,
when my couh and lung trouble were
entirely gone and I was restored to
"v normal weight, 170 pounds."
ousands of persons are healed
rjr year. Guaranteed by all drug-ta- .
LOe and II 00.
Trial bottle
e.

OF PURE WATER

I

and overflowed Into the Isles and the
foyer, portrays an me many characters that one meets In most every
circle. Dick Seely, the star, was an
Ideal young man, of course. He was
Jack Randall's roommate and best
friend, and Jack had n sister, named
Dorothy, with whom our hero was
very much In love, although they had
never met.
The romance till the meeting was a
clandestine affair which both engaged
in unconsciously through the letters
which passed back and forth between
brother Jack and the Randall family.
It Is rather a pretty love story, with
ail the troubles that usually attend
such a flairs, and has the proverbial
reconciliation In the end. Then there
Is the
d
friend who gives the
storv its climaxes and elves the hero
the chance of making himself a hero,
quite true to life.
The play is surrounded
with the
college atmosphere from the rise of
the curtain till its final fall. The first
scene. Jack and Dick's room, Is a
gem.
The scene is an exact reproduction from a photograph of an actual college room and it is an Ideal
den with its college pennants. Its picture of Handsome Dan the bull pup,
the foils, punching hags and the
photographs of footlight fairies which
have to be expla'ned when "the folks"
drop in on an unexpected visit. And
the Yale crew fit the place exactly.
Mr. Gilmure has eight strapping young
fellows along with him for his college
men and with their jollying, their occasional "rough house" play with
each other, the beginning of a quarrel, the advent of the peacemaker.
who has the two make up In true
manly fashion; the fun they have
with the messenger hoy, his artless
story of the trouble at home, are all
episodes which ring true and the
laughter is more than once very close
to tears.
Then conies the contemptible attempt by a fellow 1 collegian to discredit Dick in the eyes of the girl he
loves; the further effort to keep him
from participating In the race; the
clever defeat of these plans by Dick,
followed by the race itself which culmination brought a succession of cur-lai- n
calls and a modest speech by Mr.
Ollmore, which further established
him in the uffectlons of his audience.
There is action throughout; the Interest never Hags. Mr. Gilmore is an
excellent actor ami this role tits him
wondrous well. He has the advantage of youth, a handsome and rather
boyish face, with a frank, manly
countenance and bearing essential to
the part.
story
It is a human
interest
throughout and It is a big hit for Mr.
Gilmore.
The University of New Mexico colors were tossed on the stage. Mr.
Ollmore came back again. It was
just after the boat race. "I'm Just
out of breath, from my long pull on
the river," he said betwen puffs. "You
see the quickest time ever made by
a college crew over a four-mil- e
course
previous to our race was eighteen
minutes and fifty seconds. We made
two-face-

TO
PRESCRIPTION
KIDXKY TUOl'llLH
WHICH ANYONE CAN l'HK-I'AKAT HOMK AMI WITHOUT .MUCH TKOl IH.K.

VALUABLE
RKL1HVK

K

"The people here do not drink
enough water to keep healthy," exclaimed a well known authority.
"The numerous cases of stomach
trouble, kidney afld bladder discasos
and rheumatism are mainly due to
the fact that the urinklnp of water.
nature's greatest medicine, has been
neglected.
"Stop loading your system with
patent medicines and cure-allbut
get on the water wagon. If you are
really sick, why, of course, take the
proper
medicines plain, common
vegetable treatment, which will not
shatter the nerves or ruin the stom
ach."
When requested for such u pre
scriptlon for the cure of rheumatism
and kidney trouble the answer was
"You must make the kidneys do their
work; they are the filters of the
blood. They must be made to strain
out of the blood the waste matter and
the
acids that cause rheumatism;
urine must be neutralized so It will
no longer be u source of Irritation to
the bladder, and, most of nil. you
must keep these acids from forming
In the stomach. This is the cause of
stomach troubles and poor digestion
For these conditions I would suggest
the following prescription, which is
composed of only vegetable ingredi
ents, which can be obtained from any
Any
good prescription pharmacy.
one can mix them by shaking well ill
a bottle: Fluid extract dandelion, one
half ounce: compound kargon, one
ounce; compound syrup sarsaparllla
three ounces. To be taken In tea- spoonful doses after each meal and
at bedtime: but don't forget the
water.
Drink plenty and often.
This valuable information and simple
prescription should be posted up in
each household and used at the llrst
sign of an attack of rheumatism,
backache or urinary trouble, no matter how slight.
s,
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come in the arrange-

ments of the Mexican Central to put
on a double truln service between El
It was anPaso and Mexico City.
nounced some time ago that the train
would go on the first of February but
there are no arrangements being
made in El Paso to handle the extra
train and tho Pullman equipment has
not been ordered for the installation
in the service.
It is thought now that the new
train. If it should be put on at all,
will not go on before March or April.
Local ollicials of the Mexican Central
have received no advice regarding the
extra train.
FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'S DRUG STORE.

WAL-
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who were last
laical theater-goerseason charmed by Creston Clarke's
exquisite performance of "Monsieur
Hcucalre," are certain this season l
be aroused to the highest degree of
enthusiasm by his artistic rendition
of the modern rolo of John Morton,
the clergyman in "The Flagged Messenger." when he appears here in the
It will then bo seen
near future.
that as nearly perfect os Mr. Clarke's
art was In the dainty, romantic comedy, his best and natural forte Is the
Here on
portrayal of modern roles.
February 9.
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Potam. Rio Ynqul, Mex.. Jan. 28.
The Yaquls are still fighting. Mln- Ing operations for miles In the Mem- ity of San Marclal, Sonora, and in
the Yaqul, Malape and Sonora river
valleys have been completely piralyz- ed by the warring Indians.
The new town of T.inno no
Cannnea, Y'asul River Sc Pacific rail- way, southeast of Guaymas, Sonora.
was attacked by a Yaqul Indlnn
band and completely wiped out.
When the Yaquis have no war on
which has not been for any con
siderable period In the last 400 years
they are said to be "a peaceful
and industrious race," depending on
thtjlr farms for sustenance.
But
now that they are on the warpath,
they live on what they can stenl
from ranchers and passing provision
trains.
The fighting redskins hnve much
in their favor.
They are familiar
with the rugged mountain country
of the Sierra Madras.
Their Heet- footed horses can carry them through
the rocky wilderness almost as fast
as the Mexican soldiers can speed
over the desert.
Another thing that gives the Yaquls
an advantage Is the little regard
they seem to have for Mexican bulA
lets and Mexican marksmanship.
Yaqul Is willing to fight his soldier
enemy where he finds him, under
cover or In the open, and will make
a stand against a superior force.
Why do the Yaquls fight? The
Mexican government maintains it is
simply because they are n lot of
blood-thirst- y
savages. Historian give
another reason.
In the state of Sonora, in northwestern Mexico, there Is n strip of
country 80 miles wide and 500 miles
long. Ancient ruins Indicate that the
ancestors of the Yaquls were here
were ruling
when the Ptolemies
Egypt.
In
time they were a part
Far back
of the Aztec or NaTiautl race, and
ancient rulers of Central America
and the areas that we now know as
New Mexico, Arir.onn. southern California and southern Coloraflo.
In those duys the mythical land
of Quivira. where gold flowed In the
women lolled
streams and soft-eye- d
on the banks waiting the coming of
the conquerors, was supposed to be
southwest of what Is now Lincoln,
Neb.,
and north of the Arkansas
river. The buffalo plains were between the Kansas river on the north,
the Itio Grande on the south und
east of El Paso and Santa Fe.
Previous to the raids of Cortes,
Casteneda. the Spanish general and
explorer, rode Into this country between 400 and 600 years ago and
taunted the Yaquls into battle.
The Yaqul was not blood-thirst- y
then. A chronicler of the 16th century had this to say of him:
"The Y'aqul women are modest.
They cover their whole body. They
wear shoes and buskins made of
tanned skin. The priests of these
people are called 'papas.' The oldest men of the community nle. The
is
Polygamy
dead nre cremated.
forbidden. The temper of the people is good."
iCasteneda found a race of tjill and
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The following Interesting extracts
from a letter sent by Superintendent
of l'uhllo Instruction Hiram lladley
to educators throughout the territory
are of general Interest:
To Hoards of School Ulrectors. Citv
and Town Hoards of Education,
Teachers and Others:
Again I call your attention to Chai-jte- r
XlA'lIt of the laws of 1905, com-- I
nionly known as Ihe King law. It is
Z and
found on pages
194 of the
KiikIJkIi compilation of the
school
I 'lease
laws.
make yourselves acquainted with it ami use your influence to have all parts of It carried
out.
On 1'ebruary
2th of last year occurred the llrst general observation
of Flag Day by the public schools of
I was greatly
New Mexico.
pleased
by the interest manifested by you on
that occasion, and I doubt not that
this year we shall observe this day
with the same interest as last and
with Increased enthusiasm.
From many of you pleasing and
gratifying letters were received which
gave Interesting accounts of your success in carrying out the modest program that was then presented to you.
These letters are now on file In the
ofllce of superintendent of public Instruction, and will be preserved as
souvenirs of those first Flag Day exercises. Many teachers have reported that on that occasion their patrons
attended and by their presence added
to the Interest, and that one or more
of their visitors made Inspiring and
patriotic
addresses,
which added
much to the spirit of the occasion and
increased the community Interest In
the schools. I recommend that this
feature of the program be emphasized this year.
The day specially and legally set
apart for these exercises is the 12th
of February
the anniversary of the
birth of Abraham Lincoln. I'.ut, If
for any reason, you find It more convenient to have the exercises on some
other day not very remote from this
date, I do not think that it will necessarily detract from the significance
and importance of the occasion.
1 invite you
to feel at home at the
office of superintendent of public Instruction, and especially shall I be
pleased to have letters from you giving account of your success with the
Flag Kuy program.
1

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
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Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils

I

A

Few Words

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He
says when you buy Horse

j
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Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them
long-of-we-ar
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strong 'men. able to cmy buds of
SOU and 4iiii pounds on their heads.
They lived in large straw cabins and
ate bread cooked In ashes. The men
herded droves of mountain Koats.
The women of the country wore native turquoise Jewels. On the rivers
the men maintained great canoes,
which carried twenty rowers. The
houses were often seven ntorlt.s litirh
And It ws from the ton of ,,n nf
these Places that the native women
looked down and sa.v lift. Si.,.i,l..rds
roastlnir 2nd of their mni ieh,ttve
t the stake. Iiecause one of them
had resented a Spaniard s attack linon i.i. ,.ifp
It was then that the Vmnil iirui
learned of the treachery of the man
with white skin, fair hair and blue
eyes.
The story has survived cen- turies. They tell of It yet, the wrln- kled old men that sit in the sun nt
the foot of Santa Ulta. They tell
it as their grandfathers told it to
them, tell It to their children's chil- dren, who will tell it to generations
yet unborn, and who will hand It
on as a heritage
of blood ami
treachery to the last living Yaqul.
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Moat Market
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and all kinds of saddlery supplies.
You ought to see what a fine
buggy we can give you for SG&.00.
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Williams' Indian Pits
will cure Blind,
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ana lulling
Plies. llbnorhs the tumors. Dealers In
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once,
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lief. Dr. YYilltumH' Indian Pile OintFine Line of Imported Wines. tdaaM
ment is prepared tor Piles and Itch
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A. SLEYSTER

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room t, Cromwell Block. Albuquwqua
Automatic Telephone. 174.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL 18TAV
LOANS.
Automatic phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo
'

BUlv

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY

BAMBmOOK BBOB. PTomm.
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLI
8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain pertlec aid
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John fri

A. E. WALKER,
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building imrts
tlon. Office at 117 West KaQraeS
avenue.

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

LIVER T, SALE, FEED AND TRAM
FER STABLES.
aaawaaaBBS
Horses and Mulee Bought and Ba
COMING IN OUT
changed.
OF THE COLD BEST TURNOUT8 IN THE OTI1
we appreciate
a perfectly heated Second 8treet, between Railroad aaj
house, but it Is not every house that
Copper Avenue.
is properly warmed. If yours is lackTtie Right Name.
ing in any way, or if you are undeMr. August Sherpo, the popular
cided what la the best system to Install in a new bouse and need infor- overseer of the poor at Fort Madison.
HIKAM MAULEY.
mation that is trustworthy and valu- Ia., says: "Dr. King's New Life' PtUe
Superintendent of Tubllc Instruction.
able, let us know of your trouble. are rightly named; they act more
M.,
10,
X.
1907.
Jan.
Santa Fe,
We are specialists lor hot water, hot agreeably, do more good and make
on feel bettor than any other laxaair and steam heating.
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADtive." Guaranteed to cure biliousAT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES.
tfp nt all drug
and constipation
Standard Plumbing & Heatina Co ness
STORE.
stores.
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Its Location
bLXKN IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBL'O.L'KKy
N. M.. AT TIIK JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FilOM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITY, GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE. WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; TUBL1C SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1,500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
HELEN
MEHCANTILI! ESTABLISHMENTS; THE
T

Patent"

roller

mill, capacity no

barrels

DAILY; LARGE. WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL. FLOUR. WHEAT, WINE,
ITS
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN TIM) NEAR FUTURE CN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.

000CCPCCeK000

TO BELEN, N. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway
,
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The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite
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A Railway Center
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AU. FAST I.IMITKO J.Xl'JtKSSS, MAIL AND
l itfKlGHT TllAIXS OF THE SANTA 1T2 WILL GO
0 EH THE MAIM LINK THROUGH TO HFLEV, FAST
WKST, SOUTH AND SOUTH.

Uli

HIE Li ITS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
OUR I'RICES

OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY
DEEDS.
MONEY
PURCHASE
CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE,
WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR..
WITH S J'ER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
N EASY

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
iOHX BECKER,

Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

Im-
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APPLY
YOU WISH
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FOR MAPS AND PRICKS IF
THE CIIOK'KST !.rrs.
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CITIZEN.

there

Mas a bnlance besides. It was
evidence that the congregation
had
been pulling together, with a diligent
pastor at their head. Rev. Cooper's
work was appreciated and the church
showed Its appreciation In a ma
terial way by giving hlni a voluntary
raise of salary.
Late yesterday afternoon Constable
James Smith placed a large padlock
on the door of the Brunswick
hall In the Harnett building at
the Instance of J. L. IaDrlere, ngent
of the building, who declares
Mr.
Oussaroff, the proprietor of the
hall, owed him $280 rent for
two months' occupancy.
Smith declared the place closed but Oussaroff
got an Iron bar and pried off f1e
lock.
He Is In possession today. It
Is understood that OussarofT Is arranging his affairs so as to leave for
Seattle, Wash.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

TTESDAV, JASflJAJtY

Believe Us

Boy's
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V:irmer
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to 13
to 2
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- - $1.25 to $1.75
$135 to $2.25
-
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With that winter underwear.

Inspect
I

C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor to

CEO.

V.

X

SUGAR

IIICKOX

T. V. MAYXARD

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

NEW

MEXICO'S

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH rROXT

SOOTH

ALBUQUERQUE
Fourth

SECOND

HARDWARE

ani Railroad

from Santa Fe and Is mixing among
his old friends.
Mrs. Fred Lew 1m and Mrs. Alta
n
left last night on a pleasure trip
to the City of Mexico.
Mandolin club
II willThemeetAlbuquerque
tonight with Miss Took, of
112 South Arno street.
I! Thomas S. Hubbell is at the terriII torial capital, where he expects to
remain for a few days.
Frank (Mine, who has been down
In Arizona the past few months, has
returned to the city.
A freight wreck west of Sellgman,
Ariz., caused train No. 8 of last night
to be twelve hours late.
lion. Solomon Luna, who returned
yesterday on the flyer from New
York, left this morning for Santa Fe.
Howard Clarke, of the Henham Indian Trading company, goes to Santa
Fe tonight to witness the doings of
the legislature.
Mr. and Mrs. II. II. Hamilton of
Cleveland, ohio, are guests of Mr.
and Mrs. W. P. Johnson of West
ltutlroad avenue.
Assistant Marshal Kennedy, who
ling been under the weather for a
short period, has returned to ills duties once more.
Manager Graham of the Colorado
Telephone company, announces that
he will have all of the old telephones
removed within the next ten days.
A. M. Bergere, whose residence la
at Santa Fe and who Is clerk of the
First Judicial district, was among the
visitors in Albuquerque yesterday.
E. O. Schutt of the Bio Grande
Land, Power and Development company, and whose home is at St. Joseph, Mo., arrived in this city last
night.
Special Communication of Temple
Lodge No. 6, A. F. & A. M., this
evening at 7:30 o'clock. Work In the
R. A. degree.
By order of the W.
M
J. C Ferger, secretary.
Abe Nelson, a former resident of
Woodstock, 111., nnd who came here
a short time ago. In search of health,
died yesterday morning.
Mr. Nelson's remains are being held at the
Strong
undertaking establishment
waiting advice from the family of the
deceased.
The deuth of Jose Manuel Gilbert,
a well known citizen of Helen, passed
away yesterday In the 78tli year of
his age. Mr. Gilbert was the father
of a large family, one of his sons being Ilev. Albert Gilbert of Trinidad.
Colo.,
S.
S. Gilbert, the Albuquerque merchant, is his grandson.
Miss Spader, sister of County Commissioner C. F. Spader, of Sandoval
county, nnd Miss Hammond of New
York City, arrived here yesterday and
will spend a few days in this city.
They expect In the near future to
leave for an extended visit to the Pacific coast.
Assistant Culled States Attorney E.
L. Medler was among the few Yale
students, who witnessed "At Yale" at
the Elks' opera house last night. Attorney Herbert Ilaynolds and Chancellor Julius Staab were two Harvard men who sat quietly through the
performance und saw their crew defeated.
The body of Henry lirocamp. Jr.,
son of Henry lirocamp. a Cincinnati,
Ohio, business man, was taken to
Cincinnati for burial last night by the
father, who arrived here on No. 1 and
was told of lils son's death so soon
ns he stepped from the train, fie
had come to visit the young man,
who came here for his health some
time ago. The body was shipped on
the flyer.
The annual meeting of the Presby.
teiian church held last night proved
to be a love feast. It was the culmination of a year of hard work, but
a balance on the right side of the
book and the magnificent edifice which
reared itself over their heads was
ample fruit for the work that had be?n
done. The result was even more than
the members had expected In their
fondest anticipation.
The subscriptions were sufficient to pay for the
church, the debts had been paid and
Du-ra-
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ALBUQUEROUE
Foorth

morsel to regale

CO,

ani Railroad Avenue
THE

E VERITT

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD

AVE

D'.tmoodi, Watche. Jewelry, Cat UI&m. Clock, gllTerwsrs
four traa and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.
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Is Shipping Our
Line of Clothing,
Furnishings and Shoes.
He Instructs us to Make
Room and Our
Full-Sprin-

EI'l'ECT IS

Clean Gas Coke
WOOD.
Greca Mill Wood, per load

SS.50
$6.00
S2.25

W. H. HAHN & CO.
Both

WINTER, STOCK 6 FAST REDUCING BECAUSE THE PEOPLE or THIJ COMMUNITY
KNOW THAT WHEN WE .SAY WE HAMMER.
PR.ICE.S, WE DO HAMMER, PR.ICEJ DOWN.

OUR,

We Still Have Some Good Things In Our Clothing

Phone.

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKR
CLEAX, SATISFACTORY. ECOXO.
MICAL, EXCELLENT FOR
OPEN
GRATES, SS. PER TOX. W. II.
ILAIIN

a

Slock

The Rallromtt A ventre Clothier.

CO.

Etaaw
& FIRST

NORTH

115-11- 7

STREET

Between Railroad and Coppor A ve.

SF.RYIA.

Belgrade. Jan. 29. Martial
Into effect In the state today.
Leading members of the house of
deputies, prominent men In civil and
military life, and the chiefs of the
political parties are stated to have
Joined the conspiracy und the
dysnasty. According to
Information received the Intended
first result of the coup d'etat will be
the establishment of a provisional
regency in the hands of six or eight
ministers.
The regents would then
take time to prepare an explanatory
stutement of the situation for presentation to the great powers, which
they would also consult as to the
choice of a foreign prince for the
throne of Servla. They would urge
upon the friendly consideration
of
the powers the fact that the two
present dynasties of Obrenovitch and
Knrageorgelvltch
have been fairly
tried and found Incompatible with
the economical welfare nnd progressive culture necessary to the worthy
attainment of Servla's proper political destiny.
Great unrest prevails
and foreigners are leaving the state.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

law-goe- s

THE LARGEST STl'DIO
III ILDING IX THE WORLD.
New York, Jan. 29. The largest
studio apartment hotel In the world
has just been planned by Walter
Russell, the portrult painter. It will
be sixteen stories, and will be erectstreet, facing
ed on Seventy-sevent- h
the Museum of Natural History. The
building will cost $3,000,000.
Our Bluck, White and Tan polishes
not only improve the looks of your
shoes 100 per cent but they also
soften and preserve the leuther. They
save you a great deal more than their
cost on your shoe bill. 10, IS and
25c packages.
C. May's Shoe Store,
314 West Railroad avenue.
CARD.

Mrs. Vlctorianu Bacu. Ue Chaves
and Mr. Felipe Chaves take this

method to Inform their numerous
relations and friends of their marriage, which occurred on last Saturday, Jan. 26th, and to say that they
are "at home" to them, at No 1103
South Third street, Albuquerque, New
Mexico.

The Ladies' Auxiliary of the li. of
E., will give their eleventh annual ball at Colombo hall, February
"2. Music furnished by Ellis' arehes-tru- .
Tli kets, $1.00.

L.

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perial Laundry Co.
LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON, GENUINE
W. H. HAHN A CO.

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
04f&0

Wagon Covers,

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

tin shor

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

In Rear of Store
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Wholesale and Retail
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Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves,
u

,

and Water

Fittings-Ste- am

"

"

Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Soticited
lie,403.117.Northuth rirmt
40I.
riroftft

113.

mtrmot

Albuquerque, Nev, Mexico

Im-

H EAT $6.00
GAS COKE.

Home Insurance the Best
refrain from again saying; something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that is being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the
comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
b patronized and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when it can be placed In home insurance,
and every dollar of it kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home insurance is year by year receiving
more and more its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the post year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies in the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It is to keep his insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell Its policies.
CANNOT

WE

con-vlcti-

ONE Y

Extracted Honey for
Order by Postal.
P. Allen, Box 203, Albuquerque.

champi6ntgr6cery co.
ll.

number is

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

BOUGHT, SOLD
EXCHANGED

Association Offlet

Transactions

Cuarantcoo

4-- 4-

ROSENFIEID'S,

118 W.

Address Home Office,

R. R. Ave.

Occidental Life Insurance Company

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
4- At THK
4

f

4. 4.

4

COLOMBO HALL
Adrcissloa

50c

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

DANCING SCHOOL

V

Ladles Fret
I

iJ

I

M

THE li.VMUIXI COMPANY.

Our new telephone

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
4. 4-- 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4.4.

SS.50

MARTIAL LHV OOKS INTO

4
4

sir

Buster. m&RowN.

per

block,

Cerrlllos Lump
SS.50
Anthracite Nnt
SS.50
Anthracite mixed
SS.00
Anthracite, tove .and .furnace

The firm of Lommori A Matteuccl
corner Seventh and Tijeras. will hereafter he known as

Is Doing the Work. All
Blues and Blacks Are
Reserved. Better Come
In Today, Your Size
Might be Taken in The
Rush Should You Delay.

4.4.4.4.4.4.4. 4.

match?"

Next a few long, lingering whiffs
and some observations
about the
scarcity of news.
something
Then
happened.
It was sudden and unexpected.
gave
cigar
The
a correct imitation
of the volcano Vesuvius having an
eruption. The fire blew off the end
and the alfalfa tiller flew In every di
rection. The cigar had an "explos
ive" hulr pin in it.
Ed. Learnard, Judge Crawford, J.
Porter Jones and others were present.
They had a laugh at the expense of
the newspaper man. So did the chief.
It was too good to keep. Other cigars were passed about The Citizen
office and several more explosions oc
curred.
Moral:
Before lighting one of
Chief McMlllln'H cigars, diagnose it
and light the thing In your pipe.

V.

.'.SALE

OUR. STOCK.

Lindemann,

COAL

$1.00.

4

the

ARE STAKING ARE REDUCING

206 W. Gold Avenae

OCX

tannine American
'on

10 lbs. Nice

Twenty per cent Discount

4

Chief McMlllin was abroad with
special brand of perfectos this afternoon, handing them around to h's
friends.
He encountered a reporter for The
Evening Citizen.
"Ifave a cigar?" he asked, withdrawing a shapely alfalfa filler from
his pocket.
Was there ever a newspaper man
who refused cigars? If there was his
name is not on record.
"Why, of course."
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DoUfJ ON VHAT

LEFT OF OUR SEKSON's
goods blows we

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own pricesalmost.
SEE US betore you buy

Learnard

hammering;

IS

'

TODAY

a Elabllst

f--I

g

PRICED

Do It Today

CIGARS BEFORE LIGHTING

"A

That we are

In the purchase of a Piano

Makes a specialty of cleaning,
pressing and repairing garments for
both ladles and gentlemen, and every
dr. c. ii. conn on
garment is thoroughly sterilized in its
OSTEOPATH.
Prices are satisfactory;
Room 3 and 4, N. T. Armljo building. cleansing.
goods called for and prompt delivery
made. Monthly club rates on application.
4. 4. 4. 4. 4. 4, 4. 4. 4, 4.
A special
Suits made to order.
cutter employed for this purpose.
Telephone No. 490. No. 209 WeJt
Railroad avenue, upstairs.

OUR EASTERN BUYER

4

MILUN'S

RESOLVED.

NO IV

'.

J. A. Mnhoney of Deminir dropped
oft here yesterdiiy on his way to Santa Fe.
Kd. Newcomer came In yesterday

Largest Line of Candy in the City

CONFECTIONERY

DIAGNOSE

Becker, cashier of the Helen
National hank, is reKlstered at the
I..

$1.50 to $2.75

F. F. Trotter

neither comes tolayk

So the weather prophets say;
Mm don t let this interfere

the men of tomorrow .
This is the reason why
we try so hard to please
them in the matter of
footwear. We want to
hold their trade. Our
Boys', Youths' and Little
Gents' Shoes have style,
they fit and wear well and
our prices are shoved down to the lowest point,
them today. They speak for themselves.
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Shoes
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We can save you money
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